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Abstract

ABSTR.â,CT

ftt*ott management has been an important issue in computer networking operation

and maintenance. The rapid growth of computer and data networking technology and

human needs for information processing has resulted in increasing complex networks and

associated difficulties in network management. In the last decade, the newly developed

AIM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) technology has become a mainstream component

telecommunications. ATM technology provides both the fastest and most comprehensive

networking, being suitable for all {pes of data, from information data to speech and

images' As a result, the management of ATM network has become a central problem for

network researchers.

This thesis investigates object oriented Technology(ooT) as an approach for designing

and analysing software applications for an ATM-Based LAN nerwork. Otlject oriented

Technology models a softwa¡e appiication as a system consisting of objects which interact

with each other by passing messages to perform system operations. Of the many OOT

methods that have been developed by different softwa¡e researchers, the method exten-

sively studied and applied in this thesis is the Object Modelling Technique (OMT), devei-

oped by James Rumbaugh.

A software development tool, StP (Software through pictures), based on the OMT

method, is also used in developing the network management software, which includes a

graphical user interface. The software is implemented in C++ and Tcl based languages,

and the tool "scofty", a TcJ.-based interpreter with extensions to obtain information about



Abstract

the nefwork. The network considered for management by this thesis is a F9RE-ATM

LAN located at TRLabs (Telecommunication Research Laboratories) - Winnipeg. The

software is a graphical monitor of the network system which consists of the information

on the number of cells/packets entering/leaving as well as some important traffic statistics

for each of the network devices.

The thesis concludes that oMT is an efÊcient and advantageous approach for software

development. As the system management for the newly developed ATM networking tech-

nology is a very important concern, the study of ATM networking should be explored, not

only locally but globalty, to deveiop much more sophisricated AJ'M managemenr systems.
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heface

PREFACE

%i, ,.."*"h was sponsored by Telecommunicarion Research Laboratories (TRLabs),

Winnipeg, M¡ni¡e6¿. The essential goal of the research was to investigate the application

of the object oriented Technologies (OoT) in software development for a telecommuni-

cation related project.

The research started with the study and investigation of Object Oriented Techniques. Two

OOTs were also included in study: the Object Modeling Technique developed by James

Rumbaugh and Object Oriented Design and Analysis developed by Grady Booch. The

OMT methodology was selected as the approach for software development in the remain-

der of this study- Along with the study of ooT, other areas in telecommunicarion were

also srudied with speciai concentration on the Asynchronous Transfer Mode protocoi for

communication.

The main direction of the thesis was initiaily to design and develop software for an ATM

switch using the oMT methodology. The research direction was later changed to network

management utilizing the facilities available at TRLabs and the interest of myself and my

advisors- The final objection of the research was to design and implement a software

application using the OMT methodology for ATM-Based LAN trafûc monitoring. The

research inco¡porated network management concepts and SNMp (Simple Network Man-

agement Protocol)' Because of time constraints, the system designed and implemented

was a simple centralized system primarily illustrating network traffic monitoring func.

illl



tions.

The thesis document consists of a number of Chapters which cover several inter-related

topics: the Object Modelling Technique (OlvIT) (Chapter 2) and the software package,

Software through Pictures/Object Modelling Technique (Stp/OMT) (Chapter 3), Asyn-

ch¡onous Transfer Mode (ATM) concepts (Chapter 4), Network Management concepts

and SNMP (Chapter 5), and the Management Information Base (MIB) for Af'M devices

(Chapter 6). The remainder of the thesis presents the design, implementation and features

of the network traffic monitor. This is followed by the conclusions.

In the future, a study following up this research is proposed to continue investigating the

Object Modeling Technique methodology for system design in the ATM nerwork manage-

ment area. This should be extended to inciude the design and implementation of a distrib-

uted network management system for a iarger AIM network through the use of Intelligent

Agents.

xIv



CHAPTBR 1

INTRODUCTION

Ã recent years' computer nettü/orks have been growing very rapidly in both size and com-

plexify in response to the increased demands of transporting data from one place to

another' The data required to be transmitted is not only computer-generated, such as com-

puter images and text data, but also analog data, such as voice information, and it would

be rather inefficient and redundant to have different network protocols for handling each

of the rype of data.

In the late 80's, with the development of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) broadband

technologies, different rypes of information could. be digitized and transmitted over a sin-

gle protocol.

Along with the improvement of technology and information processing and ftansporta-

tion, the issue of net\¡/ork operation and maintenance plays a very important role. A net-

work management system is usually software implementation. The management system

monitors the nelwork operations and reports the information about the physical and opera-

tional status of the network as requested by the system administrator/manager. It also

allows authorized persons to set or reconfigure the system as desired for better perform-

ance.

In this thesis' the object oriented approach for software development is investigated for

designing and analysing software applications in telecommunication. This thesis proposes

and develops an object oriented approach for software to analyze and design a nefwork
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management system for an ATM-based LAN. The functions of this software application

are to monitor the traffic of such a system. Various information such as the number of

cells/packets entering and leaving the device interfaces, and some important statistical

information of individual devices of the system are reported textually and graphically. The

configuration of the devices can also be set manually by the system administrator accord.-

ing to the accessibiiity of the information on the devices.

The following sections of this chapter briefly introduce the topics and concepts that wiil be

presented in further detail in the following chapters of the thesis. A summary of each

chapter is also inciuded in this chapter.

1.1 OBJECT ORTENTED TECHNOLOGY

Ã soft*are production, it takes many steps through software development cycies to com-

plete a product. It is important to assure that each step is well studied and designed to

result in a weil-performing product. Procedural approaches for software development is

effective and efficient for reasonably large and complex software systems, but becomes

impractical and inefficient in both time and labour for a very large and complex sysrems.

The birth of a new approach, known as Object Oriented Technology (OOT), has been an

evolutionary step in softwa¡e development research and has replaced the older, procedural

approach for many applications. The object oriented approach changes the way a designer

views the software system. The system being designed is viewed. as an organization of

objects [from which the name Object Oriented comes from] that interacts among each

other to perform system operations by passing messages between them. It forces the
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designer to look at every aspect of the system with an object oriented view, with respect to

the object's interaction and object's behaviour. Object Oriented Technology, OOT, pro-

vides a layout of the system that can be more effectively understood, because the system

can be easiiy visualized throughout the development cycle. In addition, OOT provides

many other advantages in the software development process, such as encouraging code

reuse, ease of analysis, reduced development cycles and simplified system integration.

OOT also supports autonomous software components that can be independently devel-

oped. In Chapters Two and Three, an OOT methodology, namely the Object Modeling

Technology (OlvIT) developed by James Rumbaugh, will be discussed and presented in

detail to provide insight into OOT.

L.2 ASYNCIIRONOUS TRANSFER MODE (ATM) NETWORKS

Ayncn onous Transfer Mode (ATM) is an efficient high bandwidth, low delay switching

and multiplex broadband communication technology fMinoli D., Virella M. 94]. ATM is

at the heart of telecommunication technology which can deliver important advantages

over existing networks operating over different scales, such as LAN and MAN technolo-

gies. ATM provides scalable bandwidth and a guaranteed of qualiry of service (eos).

However for the trade-offs associated with the advantages of AIM, it is a very complex

technology. In ATM networks, the data are segmented into cells of 48 bytes in size. Each

ceil is generated with a a 5-byte cell header (each cell is 53-bytes long) that contains infor-

mation about the data before it is transmitted to its destination. The cell headers are

stripped and the cells are reassembled before the receiver obtains the information. ATM is
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a connection oriented network and a virtual circuit needs to be set up first in order for data

to be sent to its destination. The ATM circuit is made up of a combination of virtual paths

and virtuai channels. The concepts of virtual path and virtual cha¡rnel and a detail discus-

sion of ATM networks can be found in Chapter Four.

1.3 NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

-Ã.r.*", in network size and complexity have made it impossible for humans to manage

these systems by themselves, necessitating an automated nefwork management tool. The

functions of a management system includes Fault Management, Account Management,

Configuration Management, Performance Management, and Securiry Management [Stall-

ing W. 931. Each of these management areas are discussed in further detail in Chapter

Five. As well, the performance of the system as well as the efficiency of resource utiliza-

tion are primarily controlled by the management system. The behaviour of the sysrem can

be studied by analysing the information obtained from the managemenr system.

1.4 PROPOSED NET\ryORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

%is tiresis proposes a design and implementarion of a AIM- based LAN network man-

agement system. The approach used to design and analyze the software is the Object Ori-

ented Technique. The system has a graphical user interface that allows the user to obtain

necessafy information about the current starus of a real physical operational system. The

information obtained, such as the amount of traffic, the traffic rate and the error t¡ansmis-
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sion rate entering and leaving an individual device of the network, can be displayed in

both textual and graphical formats.

1.5 STRUCTURE OF REPORT

%ir r"poa is divided into several chapters.

Chapter 2:

Discusses in detail the object oriented technology approach used, which is the Object

Modeling Technology (ONff) developed by Dr. James Rumbaugh. It also includes some

suggestion on how the object models can be coded with the c++ language.

Chapter 3:

Introduces the software package SIP/OMT (Software through picrures/Objecr Modeling

Technique), which is the tool used to design and analyze the soft,vare system. An example

of an object modei is given to demonstrate how the object model can be consructed and

how C+r code of the object model can be generated with this software. The chapter con-

ciudes with some thoughts about Srp/OMT.

Chapter 4:

Introduces AIM technology, discusses the concepts behind ATM, and shows how ATM is

an advantageous technology for today and future telecommunications.

Chapter 5:

Introduces the concepts of ne¡vork management. The SNMP (Simple Nefwork Manage-

ment Protocol) is addressed in detail. The chapter also includes MIB tree and definitions

of the syntax of managed objects.
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Chapter 6:

lntroduces the various MIB trees developed by d.ifferent vendors for the ATM protocol.

This chapter also includes the MIB sub-tree mib-2. As well, it describes how the ATM

cells are multiplexed in the ATM and AAL layers.

Chaoter 7:

Introduces the network considered for development of the network traffic monitor. It also

describes the design and analysis approach for the system, including three models of the

OMT approach for the software system. As well, the chapter also discusses the different

languages used to implement the software. It also includes an introduction to the ,.Scott¡/,'

tool used for retrieving network information from the devices.

Chapter 8:

Discusses the structure, behaviour and limitations of the developed. network traffic moni-

tor.

Chapter 9:

Concludes the thesis with some final thoughts and comments on the approach used for

designing and analysing the network management software as well as a proposal for fur-

ther research in this a¡ea.
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CHAPTER 2

oBJECT MODELTNG TECHNTQUE (Omr)

G¡""roriented Technology (ooT) has been studied and developed by software devel-

opment scientists for many years. Many versions of OOT currently exist, such as Object

Oriented Analysis and Design fdeveloped by Booch], and Object Modeling Technique

fdeveioped by Rumbaugh]. oMT is the candidate ooT chosen for the research in this the-

sis' oMT was utilized to design and develop a software application for network manage-

menl It is a modeling concept in which the designer thinks of the system being designed

as an organization of objects. The object is the fundamental structu¡e of the sysrem, con-

taining both the static data structure and the dynamic behaviour in a single entiry. The

operations of the system are performed by the changes in dynamic behaviour of each

object and the messages passing between objects within the system. The main motivation

behind OMT is its organization and capacity for early verification. Anention to detail and

modeling greatly aids detection and- correction of errors early in the design cycle, resulting

in more manageable software development downstream in terms of reliabiliry and man-

ageability- An object in oMT is generally associated with the following characteristics

[Rumbaugh J. 91]:

OsJEcr Iorn¡trrv: Each object in the system must be uniquely defined, and the quality

that distinguishes the object from other objects in the sysrem is the identiry of the object.

An exampie of identiry is that a particular host can be uniquely defined by the name of that

host.
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OnÆcr Cr,essm'rcATloN: Objects that share common data structure (attributes) and

behaviour (operations) are grouped into a class. An object can be defined from a class by

specifying the value(s) for the attribute(s) of the class. This specificarion is called object

instantiation. The object is the instance of the class.

Por,yuonpHrsM: The concept of polymorphism arises when different ciasses have opera-

tions with the same operation name, but the operations behave differently from one class

to another. An example of polymorphism can be the operation of "move" for the classes

"car" and"plane". Both classes have the same operation name, ,,move,,,but 
the ways that

the objects from these classes perform the operation are different.

Ixrmmmxcr: The inheritance reflects the origin of the class. If class A has been derived

from a class B, then class A is called "sub-class" of class B or ciass B is called ..super-

class" of class A. The sub-class inherits all the attributes and operations from its super-

class, with some additional attributes, operations and modifications to the operations of

the superclass' An example of inheritance is the derivation of class "ATM-Hosl' from

class "-I{ost". The class ".I/osl' defines a class with all the attributes and operations of a

general host' The class "ATM-Hosf is redefined from class "Host" with some addition

attributes, functions required for an AlM-Nerwork.

The software system designed by oMT methodology consists of th¡ee major models to

describe a functional system: Object Model, Dynamic Model and Functional Modet. The

relationships between the three models in oMT are presented in Figur e 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Three models of OMT.

In the Figure above, the Dynamic Model and Functionai Model

from the object Model. In the next three sections of this chapter,

is discussed in detail, with respect to what these models offer and

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

are shown to be derived

each of the th¡ee models

how they are presented.

zJTHE OBJECT MODEL

%t OA¡""t Model describes the static structure of the object such as the identiry, the

attributes, the operations, and the relationships of the object with other objects in the sys-

tem' In OMT' the object modei is graphicatly presented, and the model is called the object

diagram. The main component of the object model is its class, a com.mon representation of

objects that share the same properties and characteristics. The graphical representation of

a class is a box with 3 sections as shown in Figure 2.2.

The components of the class are class n¿une, class attribute(s) list and class operation(s)

list' The name identifies the class so as to distinguish it from other classes. The anributes

of a class are its pure values, and the operations are the functions (procedures) applied to

or by the orher objects in object model.
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Class IDENTIFIEB

Chss_Attribur= I

Class_Attribuù= 2

Class Athibut= n

Class_Qeration 1

Class_Seration 2

Class_Qeration n

Figure 2.2 Grapbtcal representation of a class.

A class can have an object instance which belongs to the class and has its attributes physi-

cally defined, as assigned values. In Figure 2.3, the object instantiated from the class

"Hosf' has the attributes "Name" and "Ad-dress" defined as specific values ,,truffle,, 
and.

"I92.I6g.L2I".

Host

Name
Address

ïransmitting_Data
Receiving_Data

(Host)

Nane = Truflle
Address = 1 92.1 6E. t.21

Figure 2.3 Example of insrantiation.

2.1.1. AssocIATIoNs AND Ltr\Ks

One kind of relationship between the object instances in a system is the link, which is the

physical or conceptional connection between these object instances. An association is a

relationship befween classes which consists a group of links with common structure and

l0
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semantics. Each association has a name that describes the relationship explicitly as well as

how the classes are semantically related. A¡ association is modeled as a line connected

between the two classes and labelled with a name. Figure 2.4 gives an example of an

association between class "Manager-Entity" and class "Agent_Entity" in a network

management system. The association has a name of "mnna.ge.s" that describes how the class

" M ana g e r _E ntity" manages the class " A g ent _Ent ity,, .

I Manager_Entity I ^[&*rG,,t,V 
-l

| 
- - 

f--rr.nases-1 
'=-"'--""" 

I

Figure 2.4 Exarnple of association.

Muitiplicity is an optional number attached to each end of an association connection to

specify how many instances of one class may relate to one instance of the associated class.

In OMI, many types of multipliciry are used to model the association. The noration for

each rype of the multiplicity is shown in Figure 2.5.In the previous Figure 2.4, theblack

dot on the association end of the "Agent_Enfi4r" class indicates that one object instance of

"Manager-Enfi4t" class can associate with many object instances of class "Agent_Entity,,,

that is, one management system can manage many agents in the network system. A class

may have more than one association with other classes to describe the multi-relationship

between them.

1l
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.lir.""A 
I

Figure 2.5 Notation for mulriplicity.
[class A: Many (zero or more), class B: optional (zero or one)]

[Class C: One or more, Class D: Exactly one, Clasì H: Numericalty specified]

An association may have its own attribute(s) and operarion(s) which describe the

relationship more explicitly. This kind of association can be modeled as a class, with

attribute(s) and operation(s) that fully describe the association. The attributes that are

included in the association can not be attached to the class objects at the ends of the

association without information being iost during the operation. Figure 2.6 gives an

example of an association modeled as a class. The associaúon is between classes

"Manager-Enttty" and class "Agent_Entity" and is modeled as the class, ,,manages,,. The

association class is modeled with two attributes, ,,Level managing,, and.,,Trffic amount,,.

Figure 2.6 Example of modeiing association as a class.

Ler,el Managing
Traffic arrpunt

t2
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2.1.2 Rolns

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

Each class may have a specific role in the association with other classes in the object model.

The role of each class in the association is modeled with a name in the end of association

to uniquely identify the role of the class in that association with other. The example of role

n2me is shown in the Figure 2.7,in which the"Mana.ger-Entity" that manages all the

devices in the network system has a role of manager. All the devices of the net\#ork which

a¡e modeied as class "Agent-Entity" and have a role of client. The role must be unique to

distinguish the object among other objects. The role is helpful in distinguishing classes with

multi-association between them.

rE.nages-
client

Agent_Entity

Figure 2.7 Example of role.

2.1.3 Snrr'-AssocrATroN aND Onnnn

A class may have an association with itself and its association may be muitiple. In the

"many" association, the objects can be explicitly "ordered". Figure 2.8 describes an

example of a f,rle system in a computer to demonstrate the reflection and. order concepts of

object modeling. The fiie system indicates that a d.irectory can contain many subd.i¡ectories

and many files (0 or more files in a directory). The directory is therefore modeled as a self-

association which may contain many directories. Both the subdi¡ectories and the contained

files can be arranged within the directory in order. The files can be ordered in terms of file

name, file name extension, size of fije or time of modificaúon. The order is modeled by

l3
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"{ordered}" next

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

to the multiplicity dot.

has 

-l

{ordered}

Figure 2.8 Example of order and self-association.

2.1.4 QuelrFrER

Model association with a "qualifier" can reduce the effective multiplicity. The qualifier is

an attribute that refers to the "many" side of the association. For example, the association

between the classes "Manager_Entity" and, "Agent_Entity,,,itis a one-to-many association.

However, the objects in the many side can be uniquely distinguished by the attributes,

"o.dd'ress". The introduction of the qualifier of "address" thus reduces the one-to-many

associalion to a one-to-one association. The Figure 2.9 is example of qualifier in an

association as indicated above.

manages

Figure 2.9 Exarryle of a qualifier.

l4
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2. 1.5 MUITIPLE ASSoCIATIoN

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

An association can be modeled between more than two classes. It is recommended that

association of more than th¡ee classes are avoided because of the complexiry. For a multiple

association belween more than two classes, a list of variables is needed to specify the

combination of instances of classes parricipating in the association and uniqueiy identify

the link between them. These variables are known as the candidate keys. Figure 2.10

presents an example of ternary association (association between three classes), with a list

of candidate keys to uniquely define a singie link. The unique link between three classes

" Project" , " Language" and " student" caÍt be defined by the candidate keys { student name,

project title, language used for the project).

Figure 2.10 Example of ternary association.

2.1.6 AccnncarroN

A special form of association that describes an object as being a part or component of

another object is known as an aggregation relationship. The notation for the aggregation

relationship is shown in the Figure 2.1 1, which describes the class " Computer_System,, , as

the assembly with the class "Monitor", and class "Key_Board" as its components, and the

15
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class "Key-Board" with the class "Key-B utton" as its component. The concept of

multiplicity can also be applied in the case of aggregation, because a object class may have

many of same components. For example, an object instance of class "Key_Board,, may

have many object instances of class "Key-Button " as components. One of the properties

expressed through the concept of aggregation is propagation, that is where an operation is

propagated automatically to some of its component(s) when it is applied to the assembly.

Computer_STstem

Key_8oard >-l Key_Button

Figure 2.11 Example of aggregation.

An example of operation propagâtion is that when a key button (operation on class

"Key-Button") is pressed, this event will affect the key-board (the class "Key_Board" is

affected) and propagate to the computer, such that key press may affect the behaviour of

the class " C omp uter_$y stem" .

2.1.7 Gn¡æRALIzATIoN

As briefly mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, generalization is a relationship

between a class (super-class) and one or more its refined versions (sub-class). The sub-class

t6
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not only inherits the properties and characteristics from its super-class, but also can add its

own specific features. Figure 2.I2 gives an example of generalization from one class to its

refined version and how the generalization is modeled in OMT. Classes can be refined in

many levels and at each levels, a new version of the class is defined. The general ization

chain is called the generalization hierachy tree or inheritance hierachy tree. A class can be

derived from more than one class, a situation known as multiple inheritance. An example

of inheritanceis demonstratedin Figure 2.12 the class ".F/osl" is the base class with the

general attributes and operations for atl of the network devices. More generalized classes

a¡e refined from this base class such as the "TCp/Ip-Host" and. "ATM-Host,classes. The

"ATM-Device" class, for example contains atl the attributes and operations held by the

"Network Device" class and may have some additional attributes and operations that are

necessary for the ATM protocol.

Figure 2. 12 Example of inherirance.

Two characteristics of inheritance are discrimination and non-disjoint membership. When

two classes are inherited from one super-class and these two sub-classes are distinguished

by an attribute from the super-class, this attribute is known as the "discriminator,,. The

17
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other characteristic, "non-disioint membershþ", happens in case of multiple-inheritance,

where a class is inherited from two or more classes and these super-classes happen to have

the same name for an operation or attribute.

2.1.8 AnSTRACT Cr,.lss

A class may or may not have a direct object instance. Direct instance means that the class

object is directly instantiated from the class definition. Those classes that do not have direct

instances are called abstract classes and those classes that can have direct instances are

called concrete classes, meaning that they are instantiable. An abstract class does not have

a direct instance, while its descendent class(es) (sub-class) do. A concrete class may have

an abstract class or a concrete class as its super-class. An abstract class is usually a base

class, with object instances instantiated from its sub-classes. In general, abstract classes

deflne the functions/methods to be inherited by its sub-classes.

Data that describes other data, such as a catalogue which describes a manufactures products

is modeled as meta class.

2.1.9 CoNSTRAINTS

Constraints are functional relationships between the entities (class, object, attributes, link

and associations) of an object model which restrict the value that the entity can hold.

Figure 2.13 demonstrates an example of how constraints on an attribute and associations

are modeled in OMT is given as in Figure2.L3.In the example Figure 2.13fal,the class

"ATM Host" has a constraint on the limitation of its interface speed.

18
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Figure 2.13 Example of constraints.

Figure 2.I3 Íbl depicts a constraint between the two associations of two classes, ,,Hosf,

and"Network-Server". The first association between these two classes, "serves",indicates

that a server provides services to many hosts within the system. The second association,

"manages", shows that there is either zero or one host acting as a system manager with

respect to the operation/performance of the "Network_servef'. The dotted line between

these two association is the constraint between them. This constraint indicates that the

association "manages" is a subset of the association "serves", since the host acting as the

system manager is a member of the set of hosts providing servic es "Network_Server,'.

2.1J0 Denrvpo ENury

In the object model, some of the entities can be completely defined by rhe other entities in

the system' The use of a derived entity is redundant but improves the ease of

comprehension. A derived entity is denoted by a slash and contains the explanation as to

how the entity is derived. Figure 2.14 demonstrates an example of derived attributes. The

class "ËIosl" has th¡ee attributes, "Last-Polled-InCel/s" which indicates the number of

incoming cells at the host port from the last polling action, "polled_lnCells,,which

f--iru-Hd --l
I add,.rr I

I intenace-rFeeo 
I

l- .*.LdÃ---l
I send'ng_dah 

I

(¡ntslæs_spBsd < l00Mbs)

fl
a

LJ
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indicates the current number of incoming cells at the host port, and."Rate_InCells,,which

indicates the rate of incoming cells at the host port. "Rate_InCel/s " is def,rned as a derived

attribute since it can be compietely determined by the other two attributes of the class

through the formula provided, using the time interval of polling as a unit.

Host

Last_Polled_lnCells
Polled_lnCells
/Rate_lnCells

Get_Number_lnCells

{Rate_lnCells = poiled_tnCeils - Last_poiled_tnCeils}

Figure Z.I4Bxample of derived attribute.

2.l.ll CoNcrusroN

The object model can segment a large and complex system into smaller and more

manageable sub-systems. Each sub-system can be then developed and tested independently

for the most part. This capability provides the high degree of integration achievable using

the object oriented approach in software system development.

This concludes coverage of the object modei in the Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

approach. Most of the major concepts in building an object model for a software system

have been discussed. In Chapter 7, a complete design of the object model for a network

management system will be presented. The next sections of this chapter will be devoted to

a discussion of the concepts of dynamic models and functional models in OMT.

20
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2.2THE' DYNANtrC MODEL

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

(Á" 
*uti"structure and the relationship between the objects in the system are modeled by

the object model. The object model only presents the structure and relationships at a single

moment in time Blzakker Th. van 94]. The aspects of the system that change over time are

modeled through the dynamic model which is the second model discussed of OMT. The

dynamic modei captures the control for sequences of operations that occurs without

knowing what the they do, what they operate on or how they are implemented. A separate

dynamic model is presented for each object to describe the internal changes and the

dynamic behaviour of the object over time. The dynamic behaviour of the system as the

whole can be visualized by the interactions among all of the dynamic behaviours of all of

the objects.

The main components of the dynamic model afe " state" and. " event". "Event" is the action

at a point in time. It does not express duration for the length of the action and is considered

instantaneous. The event is a one-way transmission of information, without any returned

value expected. The state of an object corresponds to the interval between two events

occurring that affect the object. It is an abstraction of the attribute value and the link value

of the object, those attributes that do not affect the behaviour of the object are ignored when

defining the state.

2.2.1Srlre Drecnlvr

The State Diagramdescribes the relationship between the events and the state of the object

over time. The changing of the object from one state to another is triggered by a specific

2t
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event and is called atransition The state is often accompanied by a name. Figure 2.15

demonstrates an exampte of a state diagram for a computer terminal object. The rounded

boxes are the states of the object, which are "off, arrd,,on,. The events ,,turn_on, 
and.

" turn-off' cause transitions of state in the computer terminal from state ,, off, to ,, on, and

from state " On" to " O.ff' , respectively.

turn_on

Figure 2.I5 Exarnple of a state diagram for a computer.

A dynamic behaviour of an object often starts with an initial state and terminates where the

object exits. The initial and final states of an object' s dynamic behaviour are denoted with

the special notations depicted in Figure 2.L6. In this example, the ,,SuperState,, is a

simplification for a dynamic model which entered in an initial state and exited in a final

state.

,-f¡nat 
Sae

FÍgure 2.16 Notation for initial and final states.
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A transition can be triggered with a condition, so that

condition, called a guard, is met. When an event occurs,

from one state to another and perform an action on the

unstructured state diagram is shown in Figure 2.17.

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

the event hres only when the

it may optionally pass artributes

transition. The notation for an

/--shr= 1-\ 
-- shÞT-\

\_g "","* ,l- 
er'ent (att'buÞ(s)) [condirions]åcrion ----þ( 

o", 
"o,u,,, 

, J

Figure 2.17 Notation for an unstructured state diagram.

When the object enters a particular state, the state may initiate some continuous activities

or processes which stop when the object exits the state upon some event. In Figur e 2.1J,

the process lactivity is indicated by the notation "do: " in the state box. An event/action that

occurs without changing the current state is called an internal action and is represented by

a slash inside the state box. A transition without an event name is an automatic transition,

which fires automatically when the activities associated with the source state are

completed. Usuaily an automatic transition is accompanied by some sort of condition, so

that when the activity in the state is completed, the condition is met and the automatic

transition fires. If the current state has more than one automatic transition with different

conditions for each transition to perform, the state will remain active until one of the

conditions is met or until an event causes another transition to fire. An event can be sent

among the objects so that the objects within the system interact to perform the system

operations. An object can receive one or more events from one or more objects. The order

of receiving the event affects the finat state of the object. An example of transmitting and
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receiving events to and from another class, is given in Figure 2.18. In this example, there

is an event that passes data from class "Manager_Entity,, to class ,,Host,,.

updale_host (r6hjm€d dala)

Müager_Enlity

/-cer-r"rol ; /--liã"
tr-_J-retur&ata--\_' _ r)

Figure 2.18 Example of sending event to object.

2.2.2 CoNcURRENcY

The behaviour of the system performed by the interaction among objects and may result in

many of their dynamic states changing simultaneously. A dynamic model for an object thus

can not possibly describe the whole system's dynamic behaviour, resulting in the need. for

concurency among dynamic models. The objects in a system are concurrent inherently and

can change state independently fRumbaugh J. 91]. Within a single object, concurrency may

arise when the object can be partitioned into subsets of attributes and links with each subset

having its own state diagram and change their states independently.

2.2.3 SvNcHRoNrzED Acrrvrrms

Spiitting control of an action into two or more parts is used to describes two or more

activities performed concurrently. Merging control from two or more activities describes

E
4

i

i
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the completion required of these activities before the next state of the object can be

obtained. The completion order of these activities may not be important, but the completion

of all activities must be met. Figure 2.19 gives an example of splitting and merging

controls. In this example, the event control is sptit into 2 different control signais and each

of the signal evokes an activity. Each of the split events activates one of the activities,

"turn-on-screen" au.rd"turn_on_computet''.The state ",sys/em_on" of the dynamic modei

will not be reached until both of the acrivities are completed.

Figure 2.19 Example of splitting and merging control.

The above example also demonstrates the use of

"TURN_SCREEN_ON" and "TURN_COMPUTER_ON"

controls can only exist in concurrent situations.

concurrency. The states

are concurrent. Splitting
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2.2.4 CoNcLUSIoN

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

The above section has described the dynamic model for system development using OMT.

It has presented the major concepts of the dynamic model which allows it to describe the

allowable sequence of changes within the object and the interactions between objects in the

system as a whole.The next section discusses the last model of the OMT methodology, the

functional model.

2.3 THE FUNCTIONAL MODEL

(Áe 
oAlectmodel presents the static structure and relationship of objects in the system, and

the dynamic model presents the dynamic behaviour of the objects and the system as the

whole. The third and last discussed model of OMT is the Functional Model, which

describes the computation performed within the system without specifying how or when

these operations/computations take place. The functional model specif,res the

implementation of the behaviour of the object. It specifies the meaning of methods and

constraints in the object model and the actions in the dynamic model. The functional model

is graphically represented by a multiple Data Flow Diagram (DFD). The DFDs describe

data flows in the system and the functional relationships of values computed by the system

such as input, output values and internal storage. The four major components in the DFD

arc: process, dataflow, ector and data store, each of which is further discussed in detail in

the following sections.
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2.3.1Pnocrss

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

A process describes the computations/transformations/evaluations of the input values. The

lowest level process is a pure function without any side effects and the highest level process

is the entire data flow diagram itself. Figure 2.20 gives an example of a process. In this

example, there are three processes which are notated with an oval shape: "Ad.dition",

"check-sum", and "Further-Process". There are also actors, "Data A" and "Data B',,

and data flows, both of which will be defined later in this section. The process accepts data

flows as inputs,'A I" and"Bf ", and produces a data flow as an output, "sum". The process

performs a calculation/evaluation on the input data as required to in order obtain a result

that can be input to another process or a final output.

E^,

E,"
Figure Z.2}Example DFD

2.3.2Dmn Flow

A data flow is a connection between the input/output of two objects or processes. In the

above example, the flow of values "Af ","8f ", "sum"aÍeknown as data flows. A data flow

can be treated as either input to a process or output from a process. The flows of "A1,, a\d

"BL" aÍe the input data flows to the process. "Sum" acts as both input and ouþut data flow,

it is output from process "Addition" andinput to process ,,Check sum,,.
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An aggregation data value may have split components, with each component going to a

different process. Also, many data flows can be merged into one data flow and input to

another process. Figure 2.21 gives an example of splitting and merging a data flow. In this

example, the data flow "result'', which is the output of the process "lnteger_Division,,is

two-component data. The components of this data flow "resulf' are the "quotienf, and

"remaínder" resulting from integer division. These components of the data flow "result,

are split and each component is input to separate processes "Quotient_process,, and.

"Remainder_Process". The results of these processes,.,quotient_result, and

" remainder-resulf', are then merged together and input to the final proce ss, "Outpuf'. The

data flow represents an intermediate data vaiue within a computation which is not changed

by the data flow.

t_-l
I 
DataA L (ouotien_erocess)

u -At-
-è-"'--------' \ quotient quol¡ent-result

(nteger-orvision)- resutt---->< ---À
*\

or/ remajnder remaindet_resullE^]-" "v_-î
L:ï: Qïrainoer-erocY)

v

Figure 2.27 Exanryle of splitting and merging data.

2.3.3 Acrons

Actors are active objects that produce or consume values from or to a data flow. They are

attached to the ends of the data flow and denoted by a rectangular box. An example of an

actor is shown in Figure 2.20,where actors "class A" and"class B" produce the d.ata,,A1,,
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and "BI" as input into the process "Addition,,.

When the data of a actor/data store is accessed and updated (with new values), the two data

flows in and out of the actor for accessing and updating can be combined to make a two-

way data flow, as shown in Figure Z.Z2.Inthis example, the password is accessed from the

"Password-Data-Base", and when the process "change password, completes the

password validation and replaces the old password with the a new password, it sends back

the updated password to the actor, "Password Data Base" to be stored. Since the password

data base is modeled as an actor, it can manipulate the stored data, for instance encrypting

the password for security purposes.

| 
*l- *",-,o,o'-pw,næ-¡w

Figure 2.2?Example of two-way data flow.

2.3.4Dtrt Sronn

A data store is a passive object that holds data and does not perform any operation on the

data. It only responds to requests to store and to access the data contained within itself. The

orders of data storing and accessing are not necessarily the same.Stored data can be

partially or wholly retrieved. It can also be modified by adding or deleting elements. Figure

2.23 gives and example of accessing a data store. In this example, the MIB (Management

Information Base) is the data store that contains information of each of the managed objects

[,Jl
I 

o"a e"* 
|

+
user ld. r¡daH ow-ü

-.1qï:r9
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for the management system. When the "Manager_Entity" sends a request to obtain a

managed object value from a network device such as a host, the "Manager_Entity,,,

modeled as an actor, sends the address and the name of the requested managed object to the

"Get-Request" process. The "Get_Request" process obtains the managed-object

identification of the managed object from the MIB using the managed object name as the

key, since each managed object has a unique object name and object identification. The

"Get-Requesf" process will get the desired managed object value from the device address

and managed object identification. The result of this process is sent to the

"Display-Managed-Object-Value" process to be output graphically or textually by the

manager system.

The difference between an actor and a data store is that data can be generated and processed

by an actor, but only stored and retrieved by the data store. The two major operations on

the data store are "retrieving" and"storing" avalue. The data is updated by retrieving, and

then modified by a process and stored back to the data store.

A data flow diagram may contain many high level processes and they can each be expanded

into a data flow diagram itself. Each of the new data flow diagrams can contain all the major

components of the functional model.

dwiæ_add6s¡
mßged_obþd ÈG

Figure 2.23 Example of data store.
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The data flow can not only pass the value from process to process, but can also pass a

boolean value to control whether the next process is to be evaluated/processed or not. The

result of a process is a decision as to whether the next process will be executed or ignored

or some other subsequent process will be executed upon the value of this data, known as

control data. The control is denoted by a dotted line as shown in Figure 2.24.In this

example, lhe "Login-Validation" process produces a control data "valid_usef' that will

determine if the "Login" process can take place. If the "r,ogin_Validation, does not

produce a valid_user, the "Login" process is ignored.

u ser_info

,1,

ffit-;ï---*Q*@

Figure 2.Z4Bxample of control data.

The data flow can pass the object as data from a process to a datastore, the flow of an object

is denoted by a special notation. An example of a data object flow is depicted in Figure

2'25.The"Create-Managed-Obiecr" process creates the"managed_object" which is to be

stored in the data store "Managed object Data Base".Each"managed_objecf ,, is an object

in itself.
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Managed Object
Data Base

Figure 2.25 Example of an object data flow.

2.3.5 CoNcLUSIoN

The operations/methods of the object are modeled with the functional model, which

describes in detail the how the operations actually perform. In OMT, the functional models

are not necessary for those functions that are comparably simple. The functionai model can

be decomposed into many levels depend on the complexity of the function.

2.4 OI/IT IMPLMENTATION

Áe OMT approach subdivides the software system into three models with each of the

models representing an aspect of the system: the static structures and relationships between

the classes in the system by the object model, the behaviour of the classes by the dynamic

models and the functionality of the classes by the functional models. Together they

represent a operational system. This section contains a brief introduction to the

implementation of the object model using the object oriented programming language C++.

Even though OMT is an object oriented approach for system design and analysis, the choice
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of language and methods implementation system designed by OMT needs not be an object

oriented programming langu age.

In this section, the implementation of a system (in C++ language) is illustrated. It briefly

suggests how to create classes and how to implement the relationships between the classes

in C++. For this discussion the object model as shown in Figure 2.26,isused, and contains

the following information:

Class_A

attr¡bute_41
anribute_AZ

Class_A
-Class_A
method_41
method_Az

Class B Class_C

attribute B1 attr¡bute_C l

Class_B
'Class_B
method_81

Class_C
*Class_C
method_C1

Figure 2.26Bxample of Object Model.

contains
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2.4.1Osßcr MoDEL

Object Modeling Technique (OMT)

This example object model demonstrates how an object model can be manually

implemented in C++. The object model for this system consists of five classes, namely

"Class_A", "Class_B", "CIass_C", "Cla,ss_D,,, and ,,Class_E',. The relationships

between the classes in this object model are association, aggregation and inheritance. In the

following sections, a common way to define these classes and implement their relationships

in C++ is presented. In the next chapter, the same object model will be used to demonstrate

how this model is implemented in C++ using the software package Software through

Picture/object Modeling Technique which will be introduced later.

2.4,2 CI,TSS DEFINITIoN

For class "Class_A", the definition is as follows:

class Class_A

{

private:
Type_Al artribute_Al; // auribute_AI Lns type of Type_Al
Type_A2 attribute_A2; ll auribute_A2 lns type of Type_A2

public:
Class_A (variable_llist) ; /l class constructor
-Class_40 l/ class destructor
Type-Method-A I method_A I (variable_list_A 1); // operation method_Al has retunted.

// type of Type_Method_Al
Type-Method-A2 method-42(variable_list_42); // operatio, method_A2 has returned

// ty p e of 'lype_Method_A2

2.4.3 OBJEcT INSTANTTATToN

The object instance of a class is created by declaring the variable name with the class name

as the type of the variable. This will automatically construct the object using a constructor.

If the constructor needs parameters, the following may used:

Class_A Object_A;
Object_A = new Class_A(variable_list);
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where the variable Object-A is of the type Class-A. In the second statement, a constructor

is used to create a object instance Object_A of class Class_A.

In the second statement above, "Object-A = new Class_A(variabie list);", the constructor

is evoked to construct the object. Usually, some of the initial values of the attributes are

assigned. The destructor of the class is evoked when the procedure/functions which

contains the creation of the object exits. The pu{pose of object destruction is to release the

memory that is allocated to these objects that is no longer needed.

2.4.4 IVTnrgoD IMPLEMENTATIoN

For the constructor and destructor, the implementation is as follows:

Class_A:: CIass_A (varaible_list) // constructor of the class

{
C++ code for constructing the class;

Ì

Class_A:: -Class_A (void) // destrucîor of the class

{
C++ code for destructing the class

Ì
Type-Method-A 1 Class-A : : method-A I (variable-list-A 1 ) // I ntp leme ntur io n of me thod
{

C++ code for this method;
Ì

Type-Method-A2 Class-A: : method-A2(variable-list-42) // Implementation of method
{

C++ code for thiS method;
)

2.4.5 INII¡RITANCE

As in the above object model, classes "class_B,' and ,,,,clcrss_c,, 
ate inherited from

"CIass-A", so these two sub-classes have attributes and operations inherited from the

super-class. The implementation of the sub-class can be as follows:
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class Class_B: public Class_A
{

private:
Type_B1 attribute_B1; ll auribute_Bl løs type of Type_Bt

public:
Class_B (variable_li st) : Class_A(vari able _lisl) // I n lin e c o n s r r u c t o r
{

C++ code

)

-Class_B;
Type_Method_Bl method_B1(variable_list Bl);//operationmethod_BI has returned.

I 
,, type ofType_Method_Bl

If the operation from the super-classes are inherited and modified by the sub-class, the

operations/methods in the super-class should be declared as virtual, and the code for these

operations/methods are re-implemented in the sub-class.

2.4.6 AssocrATroN

The implementation for aggregation is similar to the implementation of association, since

the aggregation is special form for association. In the above object model, the class

"class-B" is associated with "class_D" and class ,,class_E,,is 
aggregated from class

"Class-C". The following suggests an implementation of the association and aggregation

relationships for the above object model.

class Class_D

{
private:

Type_Dl attribute_Dl;
'Ilpe_D2 artribure_D2;

protected:
Class_B +associated_with;

public:
Class_D(varaible_list); // constructor
-Class_D 0; // desrrucror
Type_Method_D 1 Class_D : : method_D 1 (varialble_list_D I );
Type_Method_D2 Class_D: : method_D2 (varialble_list_D2);

)
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The class "class_c" contains class "clas,s_E,, as its component, so the class ,,class_p,,

can be implemented as an attribute of class "Class-C". The suggested implementation as

following:

class Class_E

{
private:

Type_El auribure_El;
Type_E2 arrribute_E2;

public:
CIass_E(varaible_list); // constructor
-Class_E 0; // destructor
Tlpe_Method E I Class_E: : method_EI (varialble_lisr_E I );
Type_Method_E2 Class_E: : method_E2 (varialble_list_E2);

class Class_C: public CIass_C

{

private:
Type_Cl attribute_C1; ll auribute_Cl has type ofType_CI

protected:
Class E *contains; // attribute_CI has type of Ctass_E

public:
class-c (variable-list): crass_A(variabre_list) // Inline constructo r
{

C++ code

Ì
-Class_C 0;
Type-Method-C I method-C I (variable-list-C1); // operatiotz method_C I has returned

// ty p e of Ty pe_Method_C I
Ì

2.5 CONCLUSION

(Ái'"nupter 
discussed one of the ooT approaches for software design and analysis, the

object Modeling Technique, oMT, developed by James Rumbaugh. oMT consists of

three models with each of the models corresponding to one aspect of the system, and

together presenting an operational system. The chapter included a section on the imple-

mentation of the objects and their relationships in an object model using object oriented

prograÍlming language C++. The next chapter will introduce the software package Stp/
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oMT [Software through Pictures/ object Modeling Technique], which is a tool for devel-

oping software systems using the OMT.
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CHAPER 3
SOFTT^T¡\RE THROUGH PICTURE
(srP / oMT)

.$fr*ur. through Pictures/object Modeling Technique (stp/oMT)is a tool that is used as

an aid for developing software systems designed by the OMT methodology discussed in

the previous chapter.

The major functions of Stp/OMT are:

- Analysing and defining object, dynamic and functional models.

- Capturing full definitions of classes (attributes and operations) for each of the

defined objects in the object model.

- Capturing full definition of states (actions and activities) in dynamic models.

- capturing data transformations in functional moders.

- Navigating between the object model, dynamic models and functional models

during thedesign process.

- validating the oMT models for consistency and compreteness.

- Generating C++ code for the system developed based on the static structure of

the object model as shown in figure below
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C++ Code Generation

StP/OMT is a graphical-user interface tool with features to design the three models of the

OMT methodology. It provides both drawing (graphic) and table (rext) editors for mode-

ling object, dynamic and functional models. The table editor for the object model is called

the class table, and for the dynamic model is called the state table. The software aiso pro-

vides the OMT browsers, object annotation editors, script, as well as OMT tool and con-

version utilities. The Figure 3.1 displays the desk top for the StP/OMT, in which each

icon represents a tool, such as for object modeling, dynamic modeling, functional mode-

ling, etc.
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Figure 3.1 Desktop of SIP/OMT

3.1 OBJECT MODELING WITH StP/OMT

frgrr"3.2 shows the StP/OMT object drawing editor. It contains all the components that

can be used to model object models as described in the previous chapter.

From this editor, the designer can navigate to other StP editors or design tools, such as the

dynamic model, the functional model, the class table editor, or other programming envi-

ronments. Since one model of the designed system does not have to be completed before

the next model can be started, many models, such as object models and dynamic models,

can be concurrently designed.
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Figure 3.2 ObjectModel Graphical Ediror

The object can be fully defined by using the class table editor. The desktop for the class

table editor is shown in Figure 3.3. It contains the information on the specified designed

objects of the system which are necessary for the C++ code generation of the object.

Along with the object model drawing editor, other editors can be navigated to from the

class table editor. To create a class table for each class, the class is selected in the object

model and the "class Thble" option in the "Navigation" menu is chosen.

The main information this editor presents is the types of attributes and operations for the

class' Attributes can be assigned with initial values. Operations includes a list of parame-

ter that the operation passes when the operation is evoked. The attribute(s) / operation(s)

can have their accessibility specified as private, public or protected by the class table edi-

port_hble_window
aal0_hble_window
inÞrfaæ hble window

Nehlork_Nare
DNum
ATM_Host_Num
ATM_Svilch_Num
ETHER_Host Num
ETHE H_$ritch_Num
PrinÞr_Num
Conneclion Num
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Software through Pictures (SrP/OMT)

Figure 3.3 Object Model Table Editor

3.2 DYNAMIC MODEL WITH STP/OMT

th" aynu^ic behaviour of the object can be modeled by both the drawing editor, as

shown in Figure 3.4, and the state table editor, as shown in Figure 3.5. The designer can

also navigate to other editors from both dynamic drawing and state table editors.

It is suggested that there be a dynamic model for each defined class in the object model. To

create the dynamic model for the class in the object model, the class is selected and the

"Dynamic Model" under the "Navigation" menu is chosen. The dynamic model can con-

sist of many states and each state can be modelled textually by the state table editor. In the

state table editor, the main information provided about the state is the action on the entry

to the state, the activity(ies) during the state of the object, and the action(s) that causes the

exit from the state. It also includes the internal events and actions that take place during
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the state, but do not cause the object to exit the current state.

Figure 3.4 Dynamic Model Graphical Editor

Figure 3.5 Activity and acrion Editor.
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3.3 FUNCTIONAL MODEL WITH STP/OMT

Software through Pictures (StP/OMT)

frgur"3.6 gives the desktop for the functional editor of StP/OMT. Again, other editors

can be navigated from the functional editor. For nearly every function/method of the class,

there should be a functional model to explain or display how the function is performed

graphically. To start the functional model, the function/method is selected from the object

model editor or class table editor and the "Functional Model" under "Navigation" menu is

chosen.

Figure 3.6 Functional Model Graphical Editor

In each of the editors mentioned above, SIP/OMT provides a system checker for the com-

pleteness and consistency of the system between models.
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3.4 C++ CODE GENERATION

Software through Pictures (StP/OMT)

(Áe 
object model of the design is used for generating C++ code for the system. Class

templates in the object models and their static components, such as attributes, function

prototype, and relationships, such as association, aggregation and inheritance, which are

defined in the class table editor can be automatically generated. These templates can be

generated for each class or for the system as the whole.

The SIP/OMT provides a script language compiler that the designer can use to customize

how the C++ code is generated.

Each class in the object model is generated with two C++ code files, the interface (header)

file and the implementation file. The interface file contains the declaration of the class

with its attributes, relationships with other classes (as desired) and the function(s) / proce-

dure(s) headers. The implementation file contains the prototype for the implementation of

the function(s) / procedure(s) of the class. For the actual implementation of the function(s)

/ procedure(s), the designer must annotate each of the function(s) / procedure(s) before

generating the C++ code or after the templates are generated.

Before the C++ code can be generated, the object class information must be entered textu-

ally in the class table editor. The C++ code generated is based on the information provided

in the class table. An example of the class table is given in Figure 3.7 . Theclass without a

defined class table will not be generated C++ because not enough information has been

provided for generating code.
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Figure 3.7. Example of entering data class table editor

The C++ code can be generated with different options, for how each class is implemented

or how the relationships between classes are generated. Figure 3.8 shows the options for

generating the C++ code.

Figure 3.8. C++ Properties

in Chapter Two (Figure Z.Z7) is

argl _E1 , aE2_E1

ag2_El , arg2_82

The example object model
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example to generate the C++ code. All the classes have their information entered into the

class table editor and the model object is updated as in Figure 3.9. The littie box on the

top-right of each class indicates that this class had its table class defined. Each of the

attributes of the classes has the type indicated in the class attribute section. The generated

code also includes the date and time of generation. The advantages of the automated code

generation are apparent from the files reproduced below. The structural generation is

largely a mechanical process otherwise subject to manual coding and syntax errors. The

functional design is still left to the designer who can concentrate on the implementing the

function as opposed to the structure and module interface.

3.4.1 INTnRFACE Fu,n (*.u)

// SIP/OMT -- created on Sun Feb 04 14:32:42 1996 for tdang@enterprise from sysrem turor
// C++ class interfaces

#ifndef _example_h_
#define _example_h_

// stp/omt class declarations
class Class_A;
class Class_B;
class Class_C;
class Class_D;
class Class_E;
// stp/omt class declarations end

// stp/omt class definirion 17746
class CIass_A

{
// stp/omt class members
public:

void Class_A(void);
void -Class_A(void);
Type_Method_A I merhod_A l (argl _A l,arg2_A 1);
Type_Method_A2 merhod_A2( ar gl _A2, arg2_A2);

protected:

private:
T}pe_A1 attribute_Al;
Type_A2 auribure_A2;

// stp/omt class members end .
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ì't,
ll stplomt class definition end

// stp/omt class definition 16804
class Class_B : public Class_A

{
/ / stp/ omt class members
public:

void Class_B(void);
void -Class_B(void);
Type_Method_B I method_Bl(argl_Bl, arg2 B1);

protected:

Class_D* associated_with;
private:

Type_Bl attribute_B1;
// stp/omt class members end

Ì;
// stp/omt class definition end

// stp/omtclass definition 16817
class Class_C : public Class_A

{
// stp/omt class members
public:

Type_Method_C 1 method_C 1 (arg 1 _C 1, ar 92 _C1) ;
void Class_C(void);
void -Class_C(void);

protected:

Class E* ptrClass_E;
private:

Tlpe_Cl arrribure_Ct;
/l stp/omt class members end

Ì;
// stp/omt class definition end

// stplomt class definition 16807
class Class_D

{

// stp/omt class members
public:

Tlpe_Method_D I method_D 1 (arg 1 _D l, arg?_D 1 );
Typ e_M eth o d_D 2 meth od_D 2 (ar 91 _D2, ar g1 _D2) ;
void Class_D(void);
void -Class_D(void);

protected:

Class_B* associated_with;
private:

int attrubute_D I ;

Type_D2 attribute_D2;
ll stp/omt class members end
t.I'
// stp/omt class definition end

// stp/omt class definition 16815
cìass Class_E

{
// stp/omt class members
public:

Type_Meth od_E I merhod_E 1 (arg I _E l, ar 92 _El) ;

Software through Pictures (SrP/OMT)
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Typ e_M et h o d_E2 m etho d_E2 (ar 92 _El, ar 92 _EZ) ;
void Class_E(void);
void -Class E(void);

protected:

Class_C+ ptrClass_C;
private:

Type_El attribute_El;
Type_E2 attribute_E2;

// stp/omt class members end
t.I'
// stp/omt class definition end

// stp/omt footer
#endif
/l stp/omt footer end

3.4.2IMPLEMENTATToN Fn n (*.C)

#include "example.h"

/ / stp/ omt operation l'l 7 46:: 19206
void
Cìass_A: :Class_A(void)

{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

Ì
ll stp/omt operation end

l/ stplomt operation 17746::19208
void
Class_A: : -Class_A(void)
{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

)
// stp/omt operation end

I / stp/ omt operation 177 46:: 1921 0
Type_Method_AI
Class_A::method_A I (argl_A l,arg2_A 1)

{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

)
/l stp/omt operation end

Software through Pictures (StP/OMT)
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/ I stp/ omt operation 177 46:: 19212
Type_Method_A2
Class_A: : method_A2(arg I _42, ar 92 _A2)
{

// stp/omt code

/i stp/omt code end

)
// stp/omt operation end

// stp/omt operation 16804:: 19405
void
Class_B : :Class_B (void)

{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

l
// stp/omt operation end

// stp/omt operation 16804::19407
void
Class_B : : -Class_B (void)

{

// stpiomt code

// stp/omt code end

Ì
ll stplomt operation end

// stp/omt operation I 6804:: 19409
Type_Method_Bl
Class_B::method_B 1 (argl 81, arg?_Bl)
t

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

Ì
// stp/omt operation end

// stp/omt operation 1 6817 ::19'l 05

lpe_Method_C1
Class_C: :method_C I (arg 1_C 1, arg2_C I )
{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

Ì
// stp/omt operation end

Software through Pictures (StP/OMT)
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// stp/omt operation 16817::19707
void
Class_C: :Class_C(void)

{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

)

// stp/omt operation end

l/ stplomt operation 16817::19709
void
Class_C: : -Class_C(void)
{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

)

// stp/omt operation end

// stp/omt operation I 6807:: 1 9906
Tlpe_Method_D1
Class_D: :method_D I (arg 1_D l, arg2_D I )
{

// stp/omt code

ll stp/omt code end

)

// stp/omt operation end

// stplomt operation 16807::19908
Type_Method_D2
Class_D: :method_D2(argl _D2, arg2_D2)
{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

]
// stp/omt operation end

// stp/omt operation 16807::19910
void
Class_D::Class_D(void) : attrubute_D1 (100)

{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

)

Software through Pictures (SrP/OMT)
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// stplomt operation end

// stp/omt operation 16807::19912
void
Class_D: : -Class_D(void)
{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

Ì
// stp/omt operation end

// stp/omt operation 16815::20206
Type_Merhod_El
Class_E::method El (argl_El, arg2_El )
{

// stp/omt code

ll stplomt code end

Ì
// stp/omt operation end

/ / stp/omtoperation I 68 1 5::20208
Type_Method_E2
Class_E : : meth od_E2(argr_f, 1, ar 92 _82)
t

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

]
// stplomt operation end

// stp/omt operation 16815::20210
void
Class E::Class_E(void)

{

// stp/omt code

// stp/omt code end

)
// stp/omt operation end

/ / stp/ omt operarion 1 681 5 ::20212
void
Class_E: : -Class_E(void)
{

// stp/omt code

// stplomL code end

Software through Pictures (SrP/OMT)
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Ì
ll stp/omt operation end

3.5 CONCLUSION

Software through Picrures (SrP/OMT)

Figure 3.9 Object Model with class table defined

through the OMT approach. For further information

software, please refer to the Stp/OMT software man-

E
Class_A

- atlribute_Al:Type_Al
- attr¡bute_A2:Iype_A2

CIass_A
-Class_A
method_41
method AZ
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Class_B Class_C

- attr¡bute_Bl:Type_Bl atlribute_C1 :Type_C1

Class_B
-Class_B
melhod_B l

Class_C
-Class_C
method_C1

contains

attrubute_D1 :int=1 00
atlrjtlute_DZ :Type_Dz

Tni, 
"nupter 

presented a brief introduction to the software Stp/OMT that is used to

design software systems developed

on the StP/OMT and how to use the

uals.
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Even though the StP/OMT supports the C++ generation of the system being designed

using the OMT methodology, the C++ generated is based only on the static structure of the

object model. It lacks support for the dynamic behaviour implementation of the system,

not taking the dynamic model and functional model into consideration for code genera-

tion. The dynamic models and functional models, which layout the step-by-step basis of

the behaviour and functions of the system are used by the system designer only to present

the system to other people graphically, and followed to generate code for the system man-

ually. It is hoped that with the improvement of software development, software scientist in

the future will create a better and more detailed syntax for developing dynamic and func-

tional models, so that software like SIP/OMP will not only generate code based on the

graphical representation of object models, but will also have the capability to generate

code for the whole system, producing an operational software based on three models.

The next chapters introduce the ATM networking technology and network management.
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CHAPTER 4
ASYNCHRONOUS TRjAIVSFER MODE
(eru)

4.l INTRODUCTION

-%lVis the abbreviation for Asynchronous Transfer Mode. The birth of AIM in the mid

in history of telecommunication. This chapter will first briefly

Interconnection (OSf protocol and AIM technology.

'80s was a significant step

introduce the Open System

4.2 OSI PROTOCOL

'Á." ,"u.n-layer Open System Interconnection(OSl) Reference Models (OSIRM) pro-

vides the most useful organization for unifying communication practices and standards.

The basic OSIRM is shown in Figure 4.1 [McDysan D. E. Spohn D. L. 95]. Each layer in

the model is responsible for some âspect of communication and together they accomplish

the user transformation of information from point to point in the network. The flow of data

starts at the highest level of the data originator to level one where it is transmitted across a

network of immediate nodes over the interconnecting physical media to the level one layer

of the receiver. The data is then transformed from the lowest layer level to the highest

layer level at the receiving site.

The following paragraphs briefly describe each layer and its responsibility in the intercon-
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nection network.

Asynchrnous Transfer Mode (ATM)

4.2.l PrrvsIcAL LAYER

This layer provides the transparent transmission of the data bit stream from point to point

over the network. The transmission may be in one direction only (simplex mode), in both

directions with one direction at a time and the direction controlled by a change in signal-

ling in the physical layer (half duplex), or both directions simultaneously (full duplex).

4.2.2D¡a LrNr Laypn

This layer provides error detection and possibly error correction ability. It also provides a

reliable protocol interface across the physical layer.

Applicaion Application

Presenteci o n Pressltation

Session Session

Tlansportation TYansp onaion

NetvJork

Data Link

Physical I"l

.-

H

H

Nenvork Netv¿ork

Data Link Data Link

Physical Physical

End User Sysrem Intermediate Systern End User System

FÍgure 4.1 The seven layer open system Interconnection Reference Model

4.2.3 NBrwoRK LAYER

This layer provides reliable, in sequence delivery of data between transport layer entities.
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4.2.4 Tn¡.NSpoRr L.lynn

Asynchrnous Transfer Mode (ATM)

This layer is responsible for data segmentation, reassembly and multiplexing over a single

network layer interface. It is also responsible for end-to-end control of transmitted data

and optimization of the use of network resources. It can possibly perform some degree of

error detection and cor¡ection.

4.2.5 SnssloN LAyER

This layer is essentially the user interface to the network. It provides a connection between

the stations that allows them to communicate directly.

4.2.6 PnBsENTArroN Leyrn

This layer determines the presentation of data to the user. It delivers information to the

communicating application, resolving syntactical differences but preserving the mean-

ing.

4.2.7 Appu carroN L.rræn

This layer enables the application process to access the OSI.

4.3 ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER MODE PROTOCOL

Ayn"toonous Transfer Mode is connection-oriented and cell-based switching and multi-

plexing technology. The connection has to be set up prior to the transmission of data infor-

mation. Figure 4.2lMcDysan D. E. Spohn D. L. 951 shows the layer representation for

the AIM protocol: the Physical ATM layer corresponds to the Physical layer and the Data-
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Link layer of the OSIRM. The

model layer three and higher.

Asynchrnous Transfer Mode (ATM)

AIM protocol correspond to the OSIhigher layers of

Figure 4.2 ATM Protocol Layer Representation

4.3.1ATM - Psysrctt, L.tyER

This layer consists of 2 sub-layers: the Physical Medium Dependent (pMD) which pro-

vides the actual transmission of the bits in the AIM cells, and the Transmission Conver-

gence (TC) sub-layer which transforms the flow of AIM cells inro a flow of bits and bytes

for transmission over the physical medium. The TC is also responsible for generating the

Header Error Check (HEC) on the AIM cell header at its originator site and uses the HEC

to detect and correct errors on the receiving ATM cell. When the AIM layer has not pro-

vided a cell, the TC sends idle cells to match the speed of the physical interface.

4.3.2 ATMLIynR

The AIM-Layer interface is divided into two interfaces: these are the User-Network Inter-

ATM Ada¡ationlayøs (AAIs)
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face (UNI) and the Network-Network Interface (NNI). The UNI is the interface between

users [customer premises equipment] and the network element, and the NNI is the inter-

face between the network elements.

The functions of the ArM layer includes [McDysan D. E. Spohn D. L. 95]:

- Cell construction.

- Cell reception and header validation.

- cell delaying, forwarding and copying using virtual path Identifier (vpl)

/Virtual Channel Identifier (VCÐ.

- Cell multiplexing and demultiplexing using VpyVCI.

- Cell payload type discriminarion.

- Interpretation ofpre-defined reserved header values.

- Cell loss priority processing.

- Support for multiple Quality of Services (eos).

- Usage parameter control (UPC)

- Explicit forward congestion indication.

- Generic flow control.

- Connection segment and removal.

[For further information about each of the above functions, please refer to the literature

McDysan D. E., spohn D. L., "ArM: Theory And Application", McGraw Hilt, 19951.

This layer also provides the transport of AIM cells between the end points of a virtual

connection. The functionality of this layer divides into three levels as described below:
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TruxsnlrssroN PATH:

Asynchrnous Transfer Mode (ATM)

At this level, the payload of the transmission is assembled [at a receiving device] and seg-

mented [at transmitting device]. Required at this level are cell delineation which identifies

the 53-bytes of each ATM celi transferred between the peer communicating AlM-entities,

boundary with the screen and error control function which calculates the HEC over the

PHY_SDU (Service Data Unit) before transmission.

Drcrru SBcrroN LBvnl:

This level extends between the network elements [NE's] that assemble and disassemble a

continuous bit or byte stream, and refers to the exchanges or physical transfer points in a

network that are involved in the switching data system.

RncBNnReuNc SEcrroN LEvEL:

This level regenerates the digital signal along a transmission path that is too long to be

used without such generation.

4.3.3 ATM Cnr,r,

The ATM protocol is a cell-based switching and multiplexing technology. Each ATM cell

has a fixed length of 53 octets (bytes) [a 5-octet cell header and a 48-octet ceil payload],

and is shown as in Figure 4.3.
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SOctets I ¿BOaets

\a*"**uo 
cellpayroad -----

Figure 4.3 ATM Cetl

In an ATM connection setup, three facets are involved: the physical link (physical trans-

portation), the virtual path, and the virtual channel. The physical link may contain multi-

ple virtual path links (VPs), with each VP identified by a Virtual Path Idenrifier (Vpf.

Each of these VPs may also contain a various number of virtual channel (VCs) connection

links, with each VC identified by a Virtual Channel Identifier (VCÐ. Figure 4.4 presents

the relationship between the physical link, the virtual path and virtual channel.

Vinual ChanneJ ( vc) Virrual

Virtual Path ( VP )

Transmission Path ( TP )

Vinual Path ( VP )

vc) Virtu

ChanneJ ( VC )

Virtual Chan:e.l al Chan:el ( VC )

FÍgure 4.4 Relationship berween Transmission path (Tp),
Virtual Path (VP) and Virtual Channel (VC)

The ATM cell

virtual path(s)

header.

is routed from source

and virtual channel(s)

to destination through table

indicated by the VPIs and

switching between the

VCIs in the AIM cell
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The 5-octet header contains information about the information in the cell payload. The

AIM cell has two cell-header format, with a different type for each interface, UNI and

NNI. Figure 4.5 shows the two formats for ATM cell headers.

+-_loi3fbl.'l___>l

(a) LIM CetlStucrue
( Uns er Netrrrork Imelrface )

(b) NM CeJISuucture

{ Network Netirork lrnerface )

Figure 4.5 Structure of AIM Cell header.

Generic Flow Control (GFC): provides contention resolution, and simple flow control for

shared-medium access arrangements at the customer premises equipment.

Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI): establishes a connection using the translation table at the

switch nodes that map an incoming VCI on an outgoing VCI (the bandwidth is not utilized

unless the user information is actually transmitted).

Virtual Path Identifier (VPI): establishes a virtual path connection for one or more logi-

cally equivalent VCIs in terms of route service characteristics, allowing simplified net-

work routing functionality and management.

Payload Type (PT): indicates the type of the cell traversing the same virtual circuit. This

field discriminates between the user information and the management information.

Cell Loss Priority (CLP): explicitly indicates cells of lower priority by setring this bit to

VFI

VFI \¡cI

VCI

YCI PT I CLP

HEC

VPI

YPi VCI

l¡CI

YCI PI ICLF

HEC
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one' Cells wili be delivered or dropped during high traffic sessions depending on the status

of this bit.

Header Error Checker (lßC) : performs the Cyclic Redundant Checking (CRC) calcula-

tion on the first four octets of the cell header for error detection and cor¡ection (one error

bit correction).

4.3.4 ATM Aoapr¿rroN LAvER (AAI)

This layer of the ATM protocol provides necessary funcúons to the services which are not

provided by the ATM layer. These functions are dependent on the type of required serv-

ices. Table 4.1 shows the classes of services of ATM, with each service class using an

appropriate rype of AIM Adaptation Layer.

Table 4.1 Service classes of ATM

Circuit simuiarion. For
continuous bit rate Eaffic
ç¡ith time synclronÞation
betçveen sender and recieve¡.

Variable bit rate services
\¡¡ith time synchronization
between sender and receiver
( for variabie bit rate audjo
and video),

C onnection oriented data
sen¡ices,

AA13,AAL4,
AAL5

AA13,AAL4,
AAL5
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AAL1 is a constant rate bit service. AAL} is a variable bit rate service. AAL3 and AALzI

are a "non-assured" variable bit rate services. AAL5 is a light weight variable bit rate

service.

The AAL is subdivided into 2 sublayers: the convergence sublayer (CS) and the Segmen-

tation and Reassembly sublayer (SAR). The convergence sublayer of the AAL detects and

sends the protocol data unit to or from the higher layer. It performs the encapsulation of

user data before the SAR function segments the data into 48-octet ceils. The CS also sends

requests and acknowledgement for retransmission of lost or wrong cells, detects loss of

cells, and provides flow control information.

The Segmentation and Reassemble sublayer (SAR) segments a data stream into 53-octet

ATM cells and reassembles the cells into the data stream. The SAR also performs the CRC

in the AIM cell information field. [For further information on the functions of the SAR

and CS sublayers of AAL, please refer to Minoli D., Vitella M.941

4.3.5 Qualrry oF Snnvrcrs (eos)

ATM can carry various types of media information over a single network infrastructure.

This results in different qualities for different type of services, which affect each other

since they all compete for traffic rights over the available network bandwidth. Each ATM

service class requires a different set of eoS factor values.

The Quality of Service (QoS) of each service class are characterized by the following fac-

tors [Armitage G. J 94]: peak and average cell rate, burstiness, cell loss probabilities, end-

to-end cell delay and cell delay variance. The role of each of the above factors is deter-

mined by the type of traffic. Therefore, the connections are set up for a particular type of
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traffic, the resource availability allocations are required to guarantee the QoS of the traffic.

4.3.6 M¿,NAcEMENT Pr,nN

This plane is subdivided in to 2 sublayers: plan management which is responsible for

coordinating functions between all plans, getting the status information on each plan and

informing that status to other plans; and layer management which is responsible for man-

agement functions on performance, operation, administration, resources management and

parameters for each of the user plan layers. These functions also includes performance

monitoring, defect and failure detection, system protection, performance information and

fault localization.

4.3 ATM-BASED LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN)

%¡¡has been the heart of communication not only for wide area interconnections of a

heterogeous network type, but also for Local Area Networks (LANs) as well. AIM has

become the solution for the requirements of multimedia, and of a variety of new applica-

tions such as desk to desk conferences which now exist within a local network.

An AIM-Based LAN has several components, including host, AIM switches, internet-

working devices (such as routers, and gateways), and interfaces to the public network.

Each AIM switch is connected to many hosts and the connections between the switch and

hosts are point - to - point links. The AIM switches are connected together and the physi-

cal connection between any two switches are also point - to - point link. The foilowing

Figure 4.6 illustrates an example of a AlM-based LAN.
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Figure 4.6 Example of AIM-Base LAN

4.4 CONLUSION

Ái, 
"t upter introduced the Open System Interconnection protocol with a brief discus-

sion on each layer of the OSI protocol. This was followed by an introduction of AIM

technology and brief discussion of ATM protocol concepts, such as the AIM cells and lay-

ers of the ATM protocol. With the concepts of AIM cell and fast switching technology,

ATM networks can suppoÍ many different types of information, and many different data

E
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protocols can transmit over ATM networks. Figure 4.7 gives summary of ATM protocol

multimedia communication [May M.D, Thompson P.lV, Welch P.H 93]. Finally, this chap-

ter includes an introduction to the ATM-based LAN. The next two chapters will introduce

and discuss network management and ATM management.
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CHAPTER 5
NETV{ORK MANAGEMENT AND STMPLE
NETTVORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL
( SNMP )

5.1 INTRODUCTION

ftt*ort management can be considered to be a system used to observe the operations

and functionality of the network, controlling and administerÌng the network to operate it

most efficiently and properly. In general, network management deals with many aspects of

the network including the following:

5.1.1 Feulr M¡,NncruBnr

Fault management deals with the proper operations of the system, not only that the net-

work as a whole works properly, but that each essential component works individually and

is in proper order. The management must determine a failure in any component as soon as

possible after it occurs. The fault must be located and isolated in order for the system to

continue to function temporarily without interference. The system is then reconûgurcd or

modified in a way to minimize the impact from the failure of the component. The faulty

unit can be replaced or repaired to restore the network to its initial state. Faults include the

failure to operate correctly, or excessive error, introduced to the network.
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5.1.2 Accoun¡r MlnacpnlBnr

Network Management and SNMP

Account Management deals with the usage of the system. It controls and limits the access

privileges allowed to the user to avoid the abuse of the system. The system manager may

assist the user to improve the efficient use of the network.

5.1.3 CoxrlcunATroN ManacBvlnxr

Configuration Management deals with the initialization and maintenance of the network,

as well as additions and updates to the status of the components and their relationship dur-

ing the network operation. Some of the functions can select and assign resources for a par-

ticular rcquested application from the user to update the status of the network.

5.I.4 PnnnonuaNcE MANAGEMENT

Petformance management deals with network operations, monitoring their performance to

keep informed about the system activities, and controlling them to enable the network to

petform at the highest level of efficiency with a limited amount of resources. The monitor-

ing of infonnation is for analysis and the result of the analysis is used as feedback to

improve the performance of the network.

This thesis presents the design and implementation of a local area network monitoring

system, therefore this aspect of network traffic monitoring is central to its concems. The

information monitored is the amount of traffic in and out of the components of the real

physical system (such as hosts, switches, printers, etc.).
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5.1.5 SncuRlry MINAGEMENT

Network Management and SNMP

Security Management deals with the safe operation of the system, preventing network

access from unauthorized parties by monitoring and controlling access to network system.

It is concemed with the generation, distribution and storing of the encryption keys.The

information of the system must be accessible to only authorized parties and the system

assets must be modifiable and available to its authorized parties.

5.2 NET\ryORK MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE

lh" 
^unugement 

systems of networks can have different architectures. In general within

a system there is at least one host chosen to act as the manager (a cenftalized management

system). For larger and more complex networks, many hosts can function as system man-

agers (a distributed management system). In the case of a distributed management system,

each manager is responsible for a section of the network or for an aspect of the manage-

ment system (as briefly described in the previous section).

Each of the network components (network elements) contains a collection of software that

performs the local information storage and responds to requests from the system manager.

The information stored within each network element known as the Network Management

Entity [NME], consists of the status of the element, and information for management pur-

poses.

The system manager contains a software application that allows the authorized user to

manage the network system through an operator interface. The software application, or

network management agent [NMA], can generate information requests to the networ-k ele-
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ments and obtain information for further analysis. The

authorized user to set and reconfigure the network as

example of a network system with one manger host.

Network Management and SNMP

system manager also allows the

desired. Figure 5.i suggests an

Figure 5.1 Example of network management system.

The example above depicts a local area network consisting of a number of hosts, an ATM

switch and other devices. One of the hosts acts as the system manager and the other ele-

ments of the network are clients that are managed by the system manager. The system

manager host can create information requests on other elements of the network, such as

the current status of the other hosts, the number of data traffic in and/out through the host

interface, or the number of ATM-cells with enors in cetl headers going through one port

of the ATM switch. Not only capable of retrieving information from the network elements,

the system manager host can also send commands to set the status of the client elements,

ClimtHost

Clie¡tDeviæ
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such as the number of paths on the port of the ATM-switch, in order to improve the effi-

ciency of network performance.

5.3 STMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL tSNMpl

Jmpte Network Management Protocol ISNMPI is a means for managing TCP/P on an

Ethernet network. Since i989, it has been broadened to become completely independent

of TCP/P and can be implemented ovel any network media and protocol suite.

The concept of SNMP includes manager agent(s) and a management information base

tMIBl. The agent software contains management data about the status and statistical infor-

mation of the device and returns this data to the mariager as requested. The manager has

software to make requests for the various types of information from the agent that the

manager may wish to know. Figure 5.2 presents a simple SNMP protocol. The system

may consist of more than one host acting as the system manager for the distributed sys-

tem. The system manager sends information requests to the client and gets response from

the client.
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Figure 5.2 SNMP Protocol.

The three major requests that the manger makes to the agents ate "Get" to obtain scalar-

information from the agent,"Set" to update a scalar object value in an agent , and"Trap,, to

notify an agent of an unexpected event, such as a failure or a system restart.

5.3.1 MIB Srnucrunn IRFC tt55]

The Management Information Base [MIB] contains a set of information on the resources

for each node in the network. Each piece of information for the node is called a managed

object. Since these managed objects carr be retrieved and set to scalar values, they are

defined in terms of a primitive type-value.

5.3.2 MaNAGED OnJncrs

The MIB is developed based on the syntax of Abstract Syntax Notation One ASN.1. Its

architecture is a hierarchy tree starting with a root. A part of a MIB tree is shown as in

Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 MIB Tree.

The managed objects, or scalar-valued objects such as "sysDescr", "sysObjectlD" in the

sub-tree "system", are the leaves of the tree. Only the leaves in the MIB tree are accessible

sysæm {1.3.6.1.2.1.1)
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for system managing purposes.

Each managed object is uniquely defined within the MIB tree. The managed object is

identified by the OBJECT IDENTIFIER type of ASN.I. The managed objecr idenrifica-

tion is a series of numbers or text starting from the root of the MIB tree and going down

the tree until the managed object is reached. Examples of the identifications for managed

objects "sysDescr" and "sysObjectlD" are given in Figure 5.4.

sysDesuoBIEcrIDENTIFIER ;= [iso ug(3) dod(6)interne{1)mgrìr(z)systern(1) 1}

or sysD es cr OEJECT IDENIFIER : : = { 1. 3. 6. 1. 2. 1.1 }

sysobjectlD oBiEcTIIIDENIIFIER:: = [ iso org(3) dod(6) intunet(l) mgm{2) system(1) 2 J

or sysObjectlD OEJECTINDENTIFIER:: = { 1.3.6.1.2.1.2}

Figure 5.4 Example of managed object identification.

.5.3.3 ASN.I MeNlcBn OnJrcrs

Each managed object is deûned by ASN.l and consists of 5 ûelds: Object, Syntax, Defini-

tion, Access and Status. In this section, each fields of the managed object is briefly

described.

5.3.3.1 Object

This is a textual name defining the name of the managed object which corresponds to the

object identifier. For exampled, the "sysDescr" is a managed object which describes the

system.
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5.3.3.2 Syntax
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The syntax is the abstract syntax for the object. It conesponds to the structure of the data

of which managed object can hold. The primitive object types are: INTERGER, OCTET

STRING, OBJECT IDENTIFIER and NULL. Some other defined types can be derivecl

from the primitive type. The following define the most frequently used types for the man-

aged objects in the MIB:

- ipAddress:32-bitinternet address, reprcsented by an OCTET string of length 4 in

network byte-order.

- Counter: 32-bitnon-negative integer which is monotonically increasing until it

reaches

its maximum (232 -I :42494967295) and then wraps around and starts from 0.

- Gauge: 32-bitnon-negative integer that may increase or decrease. The value

latches

when it reaches its maximum and remains latched until it is reset.

-TimeTicks: non-negative integer counting the time in hundreds of second since

some epoch.

- AtmAddress: an octet string of size of 8 byte.

Other types can be deûned from the primitive types as desired.

5.3.3.3 Status

The status for the managed object can hold one of these values: mandatory, optional or

obsolete. The value of "Mandatory" means that the object should be implemented for

every device. "Optional" indicates that the managed object may be necess¿ìry. "Obsolete"
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indicates that the managed object has been replaced by new a managed object.

5.3.3.4 Access

This indicates accessibility to the object. Accessibility levels are: rcad-only, read-write,

write-only, non-accessible. A managed object with access level of "read-only" allows the

user to only retlieve the value of the managed object. A "read-write" managed object

allows the user both read ability and write ability on the value of the managed object. A

"non-accessible" managed object does not allow the user to do any operation on its value.

5.3.3.5 Description

This is a text description of an object within the system, describing, for instance, the pur-

pose of the managed object and what type of value the managed object holds. An example

of a managed object declaration is as follows:

numberOfPorts OBJECT:TYPE
SYNTAX
ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

:::{portGroupl}

5.3.4 Typn CoxsrnucrroN

INTEGER
read-only
mandatory

"The number of ports on this ATM s'çvitch."

Data structures can be constructed using a combination of other primitive types. A type

list can be defined as:SEQUENCE {<type 1>, <type 2),...., <type N>} where <type N> is

a primitive type.

The managed object of the MIB are constructed in two forms, the simple managed object
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mentioned previously and table managed objects. A table managed object is a two-dimen-

sion array [a table]. Each row represents the information for one instance of the managed

object. For each row, the entries can be a simple managed object or a table itself. The table

can be constructed as follow: SEQUENCE OF < Entry > where <Entry> is a type - list. An

example of a table is shown in Figure 5.5

atnlayerTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

;;={aùnlayerGroupl}

atnl ayerEnu-y O B JE C T- TYPE
SYNTAX
ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

INDEX
¡;={annlayerTablel}

AtnlayerEnn-y ::=
SEQUENCE {

aunlnterface
aunTlansnittedCelis
aunRer¿ivedCells
aunOut0ffangeVPIs
atnUnconnertedVPls
arnOut0fl.a¡rgeVCIs
amUncorurertedVCls

]

atmlnterface OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX 

_ 
INTEGERACCESS read-onlvSTATUS mandatorv

DESCRIPTION

SYNTAX Counter -

SEQUENCE O F ArnL ayerEnn-y
not-acces$ible
mandatory

"A table of ATM layer infrrmation."

AunLayerEntry
no¡r-accessible
mandatory

" A table urrry contianing ATM layer infurmation"
{ atnlnterface }

INTEGER"
Counter,
Counter,
Counter,
Courter,
Counter,
Corurter

rrThis obiect identifies the ATM interface.',
::= {atmlaverEntiv I }

armTransmirtèdcellé 'oeiscr rypF.

AçCESS read-onlySTATUS mandaroiy
DESCRIPTION

6rThe number of ATM cells transmitted.,'
;;= {atmlayerBntry 7}
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values that were

atmReceivedCells OBJECT TYPESYNTAX CounterACCESS read-onlvSTATUS mandato"rv
DESCRIPTION

'rThe number of ATM cells received."
::: {atmlayerEntry 3}

atmOutOfRaàeeVPfs OBJÉCT TypESYNTAX CouñrerACCESS rcad-onlvSTATUS mandatoiv
DESCRIPTION

"The number of ATM cells received with VpI
out of range."

::: {atmlaverEntri 4}
atmUnconneèteclVPls OBJÉCT TYPF.SYNTAX CounterACCESS read-onlvSTATUS mandato"rv

DESCRIPTION
r6The number of ATM cells received with VpI values that

::= {atm,-avergn,rT?tT 
in range but not correspond to active connections"'

atmOutOfRairgeVCis OBJÉCT_TypESYNTAX CounrerACCESS read-onlvSTATUS mandato'rv
DESCRIPTION

6rThe number of ATM cells received with VCI values that were
out ofrange."

::= {atmlaverEntñ6}
ATMUNCONNCCTCdVCIS OBJÉCÍ TYPE

SYNTAX CounterACCESS read-onlvSTATUS mandato'ry
DESCRIPTION

'(The number of ATM cells received with VCI values that were
in range but not correspond to active connections."

;¡= {atmlayerEntry 7}

Figure 5.5 Example of table of managed objects.

The "atrnlayerTable" consists of "SEQUENCE oF" of "atmLayerEntry,, [contains zero

or more atmlayerEntry typel. Each "atmlayerEntry" is a row for this table and each row

is a SEQUENCE of scalar-valued entries. This SEQUENCE is fixed (predefined). The

atmlayerEntry is a row consisting of seven scalar-valued entries which are: "atmlnter-

face", "aûrTransmittedcells", "atmReceivedcells", "atmoutofRangevpls',, ,,aûnlJncon-

nectedVPls", "atmOutOfRangeVCls", and "atmlJnconnectedVCls". Each of these entries

is defined as a simple object.

The INDEX part of the entry definition indicates the specific scaler-value needed to distin-
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guish the rows in the table. In above example, the INDEX happens to be the "atmlnter-

face". Each ATM host or device may have many interfaces and each interface has an ATM

Layer, so this "atmlntetface" managed object differentiates among the many interfaces of

the device. In the table, only the scalarvalued entries can be accessible.

5.4 CONCLUSION

(Tni, 
"napter 

introduced management support for a network. The Simple Network Man-

agement Protocol (SNMP) was presented through a discussion of the Management Infor-

mation Base (MIB), its structure, and on the structure of the managed object expressed

with Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1). Some examples have been given to demon-

strate these concepts of the managed object structures in both table and simple managed

object formats. In the next chapter, the MIB for specific systems and several versions of

the MIB for AIM-Based network are discussed.
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Chapter 6 ATM Network Management

CHAPER 6
ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER MODE
( ATM ) NETV,IORK MANAGEMENT

Ínis ct upter introduces the MIB structure for ATM network management. The ATM-

related MIB has been developed by different vendors and researchers leading to different

ATM - sub MIBs existing in the SNMP MIB tree. These MIBs contain the ATM-related

managed objects that can be accessed by the Simple Network Management Protocol

(SNMP) for monitoring and influencing ATM system behaviour. ATM managed objects

are basically used to the manage ATM interfaces, VP,VC, AIM cross connections, and

AAL entities and connections.

6.1 RECOMMENDED FOR COMMENT 1695 fDeveloped by Network V/orking
Group 19941

%e RFC 1695 aranged the ATM managed objects in ro 6 groups.

(i) ATM interface configuration group.
(2) ATM interface DS3 PLCP group.
(3) AIM interface TC sublayer group.
(4) ATM interface virtual link (VPL/VCL) configurarion.
(5) ATM VPiVC cross connect group.
(6) AAL5 connection performance group.

The following sections briefly describes each of the above groups. Figure 6.1 shows the

atmMIB with its main tables and entries.
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aunMIB ( mib-2 37)

EtrrMIEObjects (1)

amTnfñ.D esúiPtorT]æ es ( 1)

atrnlnterfaæC onfTable ( Q

aunlme¡É.ceDs @lcpTe,ble ( Q

rtrûlûterfaceTCT€ùle ( 4)

smTmfñcD essPeñmErry ( Ð

amVplTable (6J

EmvclT€ble (7)

amVpCrc s sCoæcdndexlrlæ ( A)

amVpGossCrrmdTabìe (Ð

amVcCrcs sCowqdnilesÀIet ( 1q

amVcGo ssC mÊrtTabÞ ( 1 1)

aolSVcc'fable (1{

Figure 6.1 The sub-tree for atmMlBOb.iects managed object

The managed objects that describe the traffic descriptor types and parameters ale shown in

Figure 6.2.

aunTrefficD*riporTypæ ( atmMlBObject 1)

atrnlrloTrafEÐ estrÞror ( 1)

atnNoCþNoS*(Q

aunClpNoTagingf.IoS c ( 3)

aunClpTaggjne¡IoS æ ( 4)

aunNoClpSø (5)

aunClpNoTaggingss (q

aunCþTaggirySr(Q

aunTr¡fi.ÐæqPmTable ( atrrMlÞObject e

atnTmf EDD e strPsnrnEffiy ( 1)

aunTrefE cDes rPôramlndex (1)

atnTnfiÐesuType (2)

aùnTrficDessPtrml (Ð

aûftTrsffi.cDes trPfl ûm2 ( 4)

aunTrefEcDesqPam3 (5)

aunTrefiÐesqPwm4 (Q

atrnTrefñcDessPams (Q

aunïlafrcQoSClæs (8)

aunTÌaft.cDcs arRov6taurs ( 9)

Figure 6.2The sub-tree for traffic descriptor types and parameters managed objects
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6.1.1 ATM lNrnnnacB Cor.¡ucunArroN Gnoup

ATM Network Management

This group of the ATM management system contains the managed objects with informa-

tion on the ATM cell layer and the configuration of the local ATM interface. This informa-

tion includes port identifier, interface speed, number of transmitted and rcceived cells,

number of cells with uncorrectable HEC enors, physical transmission type, operation and

administration status, active VPI/VCI fields and maximum number of VPCs fVirtual Path

Connectionl and VCCs [Virtual Channel Connections]. The Figure 6.3 shows the sub-tr.ee

for managed objects of this group.

aünlmerfaceC ontTable ( aunMlBObjects Q

aunlnterfaceC onf Éruy ( 1 )

audlnterfoceMuVpcs ( 1)

aunlnt*f ac eÌv{a xVcc s ( Q

aunlnerfaæConfVpcs (Q

atrnlnterfaceC cmfV'ccs ( 4)

aunlrterh celvda xA *iv eVpiEits ( Q

aurLlmerfaceì"faxA*iveVciBitts ( 6)

aunlnterfec eIImiV¡i ( 7)

atrnl nterfacellmiVci ( $
aunlnærhceAdùessT¡i¡e ( $

atmtrntefaceAilmi¡Address ( 1 û)

atnlnteface.MyNeiglib odpAddress ( 1 1

aunlntrfacelvfyNeigþb orlûrlame ( 1 Q

Figure 6.3 Interface configuration group.

6.1.2 ATM InrrR¡.acB DS3 PLCP AND TC Sus.LnyBR GRoUPS

These two groups provide the physical performance statistics for the DS3 or SONET

transmission path, including the statistics on the bit rate error rate and errors per second.
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The managed objects for these two groups are shown in Figure 6.4.

ATM Network Management

arn¡nklfaæTcToble ( arriMlBob'e*s 4)

eünIfferfæeTCFlrf ( 1)

aùn]stqfoceccDEyds ( 1)

aunf te¡hceTCAl.qrûSÉte (4

ahvclf able ( dnMIBObj eG Ð

ahvdEËy(1)

ehvdv?i (1)

ahvclvci (a

amvd¡.tninstrus (9
añVc]OI,eistûus (4)

ûfrYùasChôfgc (Ð

êhvplRæèiveTr.fi cD ecdlndex ( q

6hvplTrsmitTmñcÞêsdIndcx ( 7)

ahvdô¡Typ ê ( Ð

amVeá.alSCp s'rræmiédùsiz e ( Ð

ehvæá,r15cp sReceiveSdùSi"e (1 O)

añVcd.Ercûp6T!çe (11)

ahvdclo6ec orectl datiÉu ( 1Q

amvdRoq6tms (1Ð

Figure 6.4lnþrtace DS3 and TC Sub-layer groups.

6.1.3 arM rurpnracn vrRruel LrNrs & cnoss coN¡r,,¡BcrroNs GRoups

These two groups provide the management of the ATM virtual path and virtual connec-

tion, virtual links and cross connections. The difference between the virtual link group and

the cross connect group is that the cross connect group is implemented on the switch and

network only, and the virtual link group is implemented on the end system (e.g. host) as

well as the switch and network. Figure 6.5 displays the managed objects for virtual links

(Virtual Path (VP) and Virtual Channel (VC)) groups.

aûnlm*ãceD 63PtçTabte ( aúnMIBObjeGs 3)

drnltr*faceDsæLpErüy ( 1)

autilnterfeceD s3PlcpSFSs ( 1)

dûnINelfaceÐ s :Plc1lAlômsrqe (4

aml¡te¡faceD sFtcpI.lsAs ( Q

ahvpl¡ôble ( oEnÀ,,flBObjcd 6)

ôhVplEEy (1)

ûhv!ìVpi (1)

qmvllÂùninstÂùs (4

ûhvplL astchmge ( 4)

rfr vp&covürafi¡D escdndcx ( Ð

---i amVpIC¡os sCmeúI dori6q (A

ahVpIRdvSEtu (E

Figure 6.5 Interface virtual link groups.
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Figure 6.6 displays the managed objects for the virtual link (Virtual Path (VP) and Virtual

Channel (VC)) cross connection groups.

ahvpvÈescomedlablc (amrMlPobjed Ð

ôftVpcrc5sc orerünry ( 1)

thvpCÞeECorecdndex (1)

rhvpcrosf orecd-wIfindex (a

âm1/!CrossCdedLowvpi ( 3)

ah\¡I,c!os dom@ÉIi$rIf rrdex (

amvlcro 6sC omecÈIithvpi (Ð

---l
--l

:tp:ïf:==1ùffi.*"(qj
ohvpco sscmerd- ZIOp oSuu ¡ 4
ûhvpGosscmccúI ZOp qSÞtu ( A)

rft VpÇrcs #omcúãLætcÌo¡\tc ( Ð

rmvpcrcseComecllãIasrchuge (l

ahvpGossc@c&ovÆtùs (1

ahv€rorscomedTable ( mtMIBObjeft 1 1)

rhvccðssCoMcÈnEy (1)

ahvcc¡ossC omeúlndex ( 1)

rmvc<!o e sC@ecd-owlflndex (4

amvccros sC ffie6I or"VÞi ( 3)

ôhvdlossCoMøtLotuvci (4)

ôhVccos sCffi ectHighlfhdex ( :

ahvCro ssC omecÈIighvpi ( Q

ñomffirsrYo(

LmVcCrc siComecrAdminstaus (

---l rfrY€Crcs6Comecll2f-OpsSùG (-l 0)

mVcCþ d sComèdl- 2HLasrcÌúrgê ( 1

rhvcQo ssc mctRov,Stes (1 3)

Figure 6.6 Interface virtual link cross connection groups.

6.I.4 AAL5 Cour.¡BcTIoN PERFoRMANCE Gnoup

This group contains managed objects with information on the number of received cells,

number of transmitted cells, the number of octets passed to the AAL layer, the number of

octets received from the AAL5 layer and the number of errors in AAL CPCL PDU. The

Figure 6.7 displays the managed objects for the AAL5 group.
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aal5VccEmy (1)

ael5VæVpÍ (1)

aal5VccYci (Q

aaìSVcrCrcErors (Q

aal.5/caSuTimeOr:ts (4)

aal5VccOve¡SizedSDUs ( Ð

Chapter 6 ATM Network Management

Figure 6.7 AAL1 group.

6.2INTERM LOCAL MANAGEMENT INTERFACE MIB [Developed by ttre ATM
Foruml

lhe mtenn Local Management Interface ULMII MIB arranges the ATM managed

objects into the following two groups or sub hees, "atmForumAdmin" and "atmForu-

mlJni". The "atmForumAdmin" sub-tres contains managed objects conceming with the

information altanged in the tree sub-groups, "atmFTransmissionTypes", "afmfTrafflcDe-

scrTypes" and "atrnfMediaTypes". The "aünForumUni" sub-tree contains information

about the user network interface and these managed objects are ananged in the following

groups:

(1) Physical Layer Group.

(2) ATM Layer Group.

(3) ATM Layer Sratistic Group.

(4) Virtual Path Connection Group.

(5) Virtual Channel Connection Group.

Figure 6.8 shows the sub tree of the ATM Forum.
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Figure 6.8 ATM Forum MIB tree.

6.2.1 PrrysICAL LAYER

This group contains the managed objects for the information related to 
"u"f, 

of the ATM

physical interfaces. Figure 6.9 shows the managed objects defined in the Physical Layer

group of the ATM Forum.

amfunkÐImTyI' e ( 1)

aurlMedieTypes (3)

amlMediaSingleÀlo de ( Q

emfNoClpNoSs(Ð
emflrafficD esøTyp es ( 1)

emfPlgrsicaFroup (1)

amfclpNoTÂggingsd (4
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aunlPhysicalGrcup ( amFomUni 1)

êtnPonTable ( 1)

emfftrtEffiy(1)

amfPordndex (1)

atrdPøtAdùess (2¡

amPonTr@smÈ sionTyp e ( 3)

ehPordvledieT),pe (4)

amtPonSpeciñc (q

aunfPøtMylû.Ime (Q

attûvfylÈ'InAdd¡6s (4

aqntM),<) ñ¡Jm¡{sôpAddiess ( 3)
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Figure 6.9 PhysicalLayer Group

6.2.2 Nf}{ LayBR Gnoup

This group contains information on each ATM layer of the managed ATM device. The

managed objects include the number of maximum and current value of the virtual path,

the virtual channel, etc. Figure 6.i0 shows the managed objects defined in the ATM Layer

group of the ATM Forum.

smfAùrìLayerçþup ( aEnFoMUni A

ahf}qEr¡IryqT6ble (1)

amfAsn]-E/sErüy (1)

ahflLùnl.ay.¡lndex (1)

ahfA.qnl.ûyuMuVKr (a

ñfA.ùnL 6¡lqMüVCC{3)

ahfAml. ôyerc onñguedvPc a ( 4)

añfr4'Enl- eyùCmfi gwedVCC s ( Ð

amfAûnI- ÂyüMqvpiIlits ( q

emfAEnlqlEMdvdBitc (Ð

ahfAùrìL ayquniTyp e ( g)

amfArnl alrl.E/ùIrnivqsion ( Ð

Figure 6.10 ATl\4 Layer Group
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6.2.3 ATM Leypn Srnrrsucs GRoup

ATM Network Management

This group contains managed objects with statistic information conceming of the perform-

ance of the ATM device, such as the number of cells sent or received by the ATM Layer

entity, and the number of cells dropped on the receiving site due encountered errors. Fig-

ure 6.11 shows the managed objects for the ATM statistics group.

atrfAtmStat#roup (3)

aurdAtnftaeTable (1)

aurfAmStatsÊrtry (Q

aunfAtmStatslndex (1)

atnfAtnStatsRec*i'reedC ells ( Q

atnfAunStatsDropp edReceivedC ells ( 3)

amfAmStatsTre,nsmittedCells ( 4)

Figure 6.11 ATM Statistic Group.

6.2.4 YtnruAL PATrr/ Vrnrual CuaNNBl C or.¡Npcu oN GRoups

These groups contain information about the virtual path/virtual channel. For each virtual

path, virtual channel, the managed objects include: the port index that indicates the physi-

cal port supporting this virtual path/virtual channel, the VPI/VCI, the operational status

for this virtual path/virtual channel reflecting the end to end state for each individual link,

traffic descriptions for both the transmitting and the receiving direction. Figure 6.12

shows the MIB sub-tree containing the managed objects for virtual link connections (vir-

tual path link and virtual channel link).
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Figure 6.12 NlM Virtual Link Groups

6.3 FORE.ATM

Ã tnit section, the managed objects for the FORE-ATM device will be presented. The

network management developed in this thesis is for a FORE-ATM based network.

6.3.1 IurnoDUCrroN To FonB-ATM ASX-100 Sysrnvr

FORE is the vendor of the ATM switch ASX-100 with Switched Virrual Circuit (SVC)

signalling. The ASX-i0O which supported IP-based services operating over an ATM -
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SVC back bone using a prestandard protocol has been upgraded to standard ATM SVC

signalling [McDysan D. E., Spohn D. L. 95]. Figure 6.13 presents an example of a FORE

ASX-100 switch based local area network with three interconnected ASX-100 switches

via. PVC VPCs using the Simple Protocol for ATM Network Signalling (SPANS) [McDy-

san D. E., Spohn D. L. 951. The SPANS SVC is an ATM signalling protocol with a tunnel-

ling capability that can be evoked from standard UNIX software socket calls for IP.

/P=3

WorkStation IP-C

D_O

SPANS itletv¡0ft I{errvork Inrerface (NNI)

SPANS User Neh'/ork Interfrce (UNI)

Figure 6.13 ASX-100 Switch Based LAN

In the above Figure 6.13, each switch and port of a switch is defined by a unique number

S and P, respectively. Each of the devices connected to the switch, in this case the servers

WorkStation IP

[.Hffi|
lhffill-ì

,'lo

WorkStation IP=E

tn:l
llii:tlt::::;t::i:ll
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and workstations, are addressed by the combination of the switch number S and the port

number P of the switch. These devices run UNIX oS and have Ip addresses.

Each server/workstation interface is manufactured by FORE with the device driver hard-

ware and software containing the functions displayed in Figure 6.14 [McDysan D. E.,

Spohn D. L. 951.

D e'¡ice Dri'¡er

IP
IP address

User
v \.\- s

Figure 6.14 Fore Device Driver Hardware and software Functions

As shown above, when the workstation equipped with the FORE System driver software

at IP address A, attempts to make a data transmission to the destination Ip address of B,

some IP packages are passed to the driver software. The Address Resolution protocol

(ARP) cache defines the VPVVCI for each IP address in the network. The Ip-Handler

checks if the VPI/VCI exists for the destination IP address B. If it does, the packets can be

transmitted using the VPI/VCI over the ATM -network to the desired destination. If the

\
I
I

J

Signoting
1rcC

ARF
VCC

SIorl,Stadon
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VPVVCI does not exist, the workstation generates an ARP request for that particular IP

address B, and this request is broadcasted to all the devices. The device with this IP

address responds to the ARP request with the switch number (S) and port number (P) for

that IP address. Only the device with IP address A receives the response. The device with

IP address A then set ups the ATM connection with the destined (S,P).

6.3.2T9n FORE MIB TnBB

The FORE-AIM system has its managed objects aranged in two major groups, the ATM-

Adapter and the ATM-Switch groups. The MIB-tree is shown in Figure 6.15 [For the full

MIB tree of the Fore system, please refer to the documents: FORE Systems,

fore-adapter.mib, v 1.85, 1993-1994, and FORE Systems, fore_switch.mib, v 1.320,

1993-1994l.In this section, not all of the groups and managed objects in the FORE-MIB

tree are presented, only those that are considered in the implementation of the traffic mon-

itor.
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fore (326)

arlmin (1)

sysn(4

âm.Adqtq (1)

adapterGrop (1)

phyl-ayscroup (4

ounl-q¡erGrcup (Q

eôIcÞup (4)

aunsrøiun (2)

herdwwe (1)

û6x (1)

boudGroup (1)

moduleGroup (2)

softre{Q

asxd (1)

I

I

svitchGrcup (1)

portcloup (4
petÌÉræp ($

chmel3roup (4)
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Figure 6.15 MIB tree for the FORE System.

6.3.2.1 ATM Adapter Group

This group contains many sub-groups and each group contains managed objects concem-

ing a layer of the ATM protocol.

Adapter Layer Group (adapterGroup)

This group contains a table of managed objects concerning the information on the physical

hardware description of the adapter. The managed objects contained in the adapter layer
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tables are:

ATM Network Management

Physical Layer Group (phylayerGroup)

This group contains a table of managed objects with the number of errors encountered at

the physical layer. These managed objects are:

adaterTahle ( ailapterüroup 1)
I sdf,ttrEr'fty {U

phylayerTabte ( phylayer#roup 1)

Lphyl*yerEmry(1)

l-ph'¡l- avsrtnteriace f I l
lþhyl aierFramrngEïËrs { QLphyl rye,úI eadertF# Enors ( 3)

ATM Layer Group (atmlayerGroup)

This group contains a table of managed objects concerning the ATM cells passing through

the ATM layer as well as information about cells with effors detected at this layer. The

- ad+e.rlntrrfare 111

- adapte#erielNrimÌ e¡ { Zl
- ailmitsH t'rdwareYersi'ri F 

gt

- adúterHa¡dwaresneed 14\'
- ad¿itnFirmrqÞret'ersicon /Sr
- adaþe# oftwarellrrsinn (þ
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managed objects included in this table are

ATM Network Management

At the ATM layer, the received AIM cells are differentiated into type, such as AAL4 cell

type, AAL5 cell type and AAL0 cell type (user-defined type), and the cells are routed to

the appropriate ATM Adaptation Layer. Also at this layer, cells are checked for errors and

are rejected if an error is found. The cell transmission on this layer and how the managed

objects for this table are defined from the receiving view is depicted as in Figure 6.16.

atnlayerTable ( annlayerGroup 1)

IL- arnlayerEnu-y (1)

l- annlntu-face (1)

þ atnTransminedCeJls {2)
I aunReceivedCells (3)

I annOut0ffi.angeVPls (4)

f- annUncorurectedVPls (5)
f- atnOut0fRangeVCls (6)
L- atnunconnectedVCls {7)

I

tr-* arnOutOfl.argeVPls
dnUnconnectedV PIs

ann0utOfRargeVCIs

l----D- tnUnconnecredVCls
I

< Pass cell to AAL 0 Layer >

f-* < Pass cell ro AAL4 - SAR Sub-Layer>
IL------+ < Pass cell to AALS - SAR Sub-Layer>

Figure 6.16 ATN4 cells at ATM Layer

¿nnReceivedCells
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ATM Adaptation Layer (aalGroup)

This group is sub-divided into three tables, the "aal5Table","aal{Table" and "aal}Table".

Each table contains managed objects with the information for each type of ATM cell. The

AAL is divided into two sub-layers as shown in Figure 6.17. These sublayers are the Con-

vergent Sub-layer (CS) and the Segmentation and Reassembly sub-layer (SAR), as men-

tioned in Chapter Four.

t 
.* Received

l a* Transrnifte.d

Figure 6.17 Two sub layers of AAL

The managed objects for the ATM Adaptation Group are:
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aalGroup (aunAdapter 4)

aal4Table (1)
II aal4Entry (1)

l- aal4lnterface (1)

l- aal4TransminedCe.ìls (2)
I aal4Receivedcells (3)

f- aal4TransmittedPDUs(4)
I aal4ReceivedPDus (5)

f- aal4PayloadCRCErrors (6)

þ aal4SARProtocolErrors (7)

þ aal4CSCProtocolErrors (8)
F aal4CellsDiscards (9)
L- aal4PUDsDiscar¿s (10)

aaìSTable (2)

L aasEntry(1)

l- aal5lnterface(1)
I aal5TransminedCells (2)
I aal5Receivedcells (3)

f- aalS TYansrninedPD Us(4 )
þ- aalSReceivedPDus (5)

þ aaÌ4CRCEnors(6)
þ aal4CSPProtocolErrors (7)
f- aal5CeìlsDiscards (8)L aa.l5PUDsDiscards (9)

aal0Table (3)

AAL4 Sub-layer

The AAL4 sub-layer of the ATM Adaptation Layer supports (connection oriented and

connectionless) variable bit rates. The received AAL4 cell is erroFchecked and passed

within the AAL4 layer to the receiver, as in the diagram in Figure 6.18. This diagram also

explains how the managed objects for the "aal{TabLe" are defined.
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aal4PayloadCRCErrors

a¿]4 S AR Protocol Errors

aal4CellsDiscards

aal4ReceivedPDU s

t---- aal4CsProtocolErrors
Il----r- aal4PDUsDisc¿rds

II
< Pass packetto reciever>

Figure 6.18 Dataat the AAL 4Layer

The ATM cells are multiplexed at the AAL4 sub-layer, as shown in Figure 6.19 [McDy-

san D. E., Spohn D. L. 951. The ATM cells rcceived from ATM layer by the AAL4 layer

go into the SAR sub-layer, where they are passed on or rejected for errors, such as cells

with payload CRC (Cyclic Redundant Check) errors, cells with SAR protocol enors, and

those cells classif,ed as discarded. The error fiee cells are multiplexed into SAR-PDU

packets and passed to the CS sub-layer. The SAR-PDU cells enter the CS sub-layer and

are rejected if they are found with enors, such as CS protocol errors, and discarded at this

CS-sub-layer. The enor free SAR-PDUs are then multiplexed into CS-PDUs, and the

PDU Header, PAD, and Trailer are stripped at the end of the layer and the data packet is

send to the receiver. The format of the SAR-PDUs and CS-PDUs are presented in Figure

6.19. The transmitting data is in the opposite direction of the receiving data process.
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Origitr Dato

0cets

Figure 6.19 Example of cell multiplexing in AAL 4Layerc

The formats for the SAR-PDUs and CS-PDUs are as follows:

: S.AR+DU I

Í- s*ao-Ì F-Trril*+
idÈil sf sN I MD SAR-PDUPaytoedl'44Octetesl I U I CnC

VAß

Trosmitdng

Rætlvlng

I SAR+DU

ST=SegmmtTlpe (BOM,COMEOMSSM) I2bÍtsl LI = Læsrhlnidjcetor t6bitsl
SN_=Sequ.mcellunibuJ4ìitsl _, - 

CRC=CydicReduddncyCÁeck[lObits]
fuflD=Multiplexldmtiñ-cationll0bitsl Ce-llHeaâs=5octetæ

I

l+ CSPDU Trsile +

CPI = ComonPanlndicatorI l octet]
Btag = 

g.duún*tose [1 octei I
BASize = Buffe¡-Állo*caüonSize-[2 o*ets ]

ê!=32_bitAligunurt CS-PDUPayload=1-65535octeu
ETag = Endin_g'Tag pAD 

= G3 oaets
Lmgth = ç5-PPglo,gth[ 2 octetsJ 

'

I
CS+DU#H*do*l
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AALS Sub-layer

ATM Network Management

The received AAL5 cell is enor-checked and passed within the AAL5 layer to the receiver

as in Figure 6.20. This diagram also explains how the managed objects for the

"aal5Table" are defined. The Common Part (CP) of AAL5 supports both connection-ori-

ented and connectionless variable bit rate traffic.

aal5Re"eivedPDUs

l-* u¿scsProtoc¡lErrors
F------¡- aal5CRCErrors
l------+ aal5PDUsDisc¿rds
r

< Pass packetto receive¡>

Figure 6.20 Data at the AAL SLayer

The AAL5 cells received at the AAL5-SAR layer from the ATM layer arc multiplexed

into the SAR-PDUs that are then passed into the CPCS sub-layer where the cell may have

been discarded in the course of dropping partially reassembled PDUs. The correct PDUs

are then passed to the AAIS-CS layer where the incorrect cells, due to CS-protocol errors

and CRC errors, or those cells discarded by the AAL are dropped and the coffect cells are

multiplexed and reach the receiver. The AAL5 cell multiplexing is shown in Figure 6.21

aal5CellsDisc¿rds
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[David E. McDysan, Denen L. Spohn].

ATM Network Management

Figure 6.21 Exampled of multiplexing in AAL 5 Layer.

The formats for the SAR-PDUs and CS-PDU of the AAL5 are as follows:

PAD = Paddins t0-47 ocÞtsl
IJU = Uss-to-Ïssindicatioi [1 octer I
CPI = ComonPanlndìcator [1 octetl

Lssth = CS-PDUlûsúr
CRC= CyclicRedmdãnryCheck

AAL0 Sub-layer

This adaptation layer is not standard. It is either a user defined adaptation layer or the

AAL-Null that is available in the FORE-ATM adaptation layer interface. The AAL0 cells

"i:: 'Ti:* ^iåi
fl u"uaols¡

---'s----ll*H l l *r"o.t--"-T sAR+DU(4t

n _'-a----118n l:làu'' T----ïl"Ênea H llHU é-____u
w=:--

----14 llPAD(3ql:l F----I
rrajru(r) I n ll

- _å____ll
+ Trenmitting

5 ûctets -----{ts
PT = Payload Type [ 3bits]
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received from the ATM layer are checked for errors due to the dropping of partially reas-

sembled PDUs. Figure 6.22 depicts the flow of the ATM cells as received from the ATM

layer by the AALO layer and transmitted to the receiver.

a¡]ffi.e¡ eivedC ell s

I

aal0CellsDiscards

+
<Pass ceJlto receiveÞ

ßigure 6.22 Cells in AAL0 Layer.

The received ATM cells are checked for enors occuning in the case of dropping partially

reassembled PDUs. The error free cells are passed to the receiver.

6.3.2.2 ATM Switch Group

The "atmSwitch" MIB sub-tree of ttre FORE-MIB tree contains managed objects about

the information of the AIM switch. The information relevant to the implementation of the

network traffic monitor is the managed objects for the board group, module group, port

group, path group, channel group, and the switch group of the FORE-ATM switch. The

following sections briefly introduce some of the managed object groups for the

FORE-ATM switch. [For the whole MIB tree of the FORE - Switch, please refer to the

vendor literature.l
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The Board Group

The board group contains a table of managed object for the information on the hardware

and configuration of each board of the ATM switch. The managed objects of this group

afe'.

boardGroup ( asx 1)
LboardTable (1)

L ¡oar¿Ent-y (1)

The Module Group

The Module Group contains three tables of managed objects, the "moduleTable", the "out-

putBufferTable" and the "hwPortTable". Each table contains managed objects for the

information of the module of the switch. The managed object for this group are:

rr.roduleGroup (asx2)

hwPortErrors (10)
hwPortCariers (11)
hv¡PonGloballndex (12)
hwPonName (13)

boardlndax (1)
boardVersion (2)
boardModel (3)'
boardSerialNumber (4)
numberOfModules (5)
vpilookupErrors (6)' '

vcil.ookupErrors (7)
boardContolPon (8)

10s

h'vPonAdminStanrs (14 )
hwPonTAXILoopback (15)
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The Switch Group

The managed objects in this group contains the information for the hardware and software

versions of the switch. This group also includes the managed objects for the maximum

number of paths and channels, as well as the ATM address of the switch. The managed

objects in this groups are:

switchGroup (asxd 1)

- 
hardwareVersion(1)

- 
softwareVersion (2)

- 
maxParhs (3)

- 
maxChamels (4)

- 
aünAdd.rjss (5)
uprme (Õ)

- 
switchcDv (7)

- 
sv/itchPolicingAction (8)

- 
5 sft\rJal'sveïsionT e;¡¡ (9)

- 
switchT¡pe(l0)

The Port Group

This group of managed objects contains the information on the number of ports that are

available on the switch and a table of information for each of the ports [information at the

port levell.

For each port, the major information is the status of the port, the number of maximum and

current paths in and out of the ports, and the maximum and in-use in and out bandwidths

for that port. The table also includes the number of ATM cells that are received and trans-

mitted from the port. The managed objects in the Port table are:
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ponGroup ( asxd2)

I nunberOfPons (1)
L *^*T^r¡. zrr

portNumber (1)
ponAdmhStatus (2)
ponOperStatus (3)
ponTime (4)
porü.emoteAunAddress (5)
portRernotel¡lAddress (6)
portMaxPathsin (7)
ponNumPathshr (6)
ponMaxBandwidùhr (9)
pofiAllocBandwidthln (i0)
portUsedBandwithln (11 )

p orü. ere.ived Cell s( 12 )
ponMaxPathsOut (13)
ponNumPathsOut (14)
p onrM axB andvridthOut ( 1 5 )
p ortAllo cBandwidth0ut (16)
ponusedB andwidtirOut ( 17 )
p onTransmittedCeXs (1t)
portHwBoard (19)
ponHwMotule (20)
portHwNumber (2L)
p ortiLMlÌ,emoælp Address (22)

Path Group

This group contains three tables of managed objects for information on the virtual path for

the switch [information at path level].

The "Path" table contains information on the virtual paths passing through the switch.

Each path is indexed by the port that contains the path and the path identifier. The table

includes the path operational and administrative status, the port that the path is routed to,

the maximum number and curent number of channels that can be allocated to this path,

the maximum and current bandwidths (number of cell transferred per second), and the

number of cells transfened and rejected due to error or traffic congestion on the path.

The "Path Route" table is the path routing table. Each path route is indexed by the input

port, the input virtual path identifier, the output port and the output virtual path identifier.

The table contains the main information on the number of cells tlansferred by this route,

and the number of rejected cells by this route due to trafflc violation, route status, and the

maximum and cunent bandwidths of this route.

The "Output Path" t¿ble contains information about the virtual paths originating at the

switch. Each output path is indexed by the port number and the virtual path identifier. The
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main information contained in this table is the maximum and curent numbers of channels

within this output path, the number of cells transfened and rejected due to traffic violation

by this path, maximum and current bandwidth of the output path.

The managed objects for the three tables of the Path Groups are:

opathPon (1)
opathVPl (2)
opatJtStatus (3)
opathMaxCharnels (4)
opathNum0hannels (5)
opathMaxBandwidth (6)
op atlAllo cB andwidth (7 )
opathUsedB andwidth (B)
opathCells (9)
opathUptime (10)
opathSigProtocol (11)
opatliRej ectedCells ( 12 )

Channel Group

This group is concerned with the data traff,c at the channel passing through the switch.

The group consists of two tables, the "Channel" and the "Channel Route".

The "Channel" table contains information about each of the channels going through the

switch. Each channel is indexed by the port number and virtual path identifier of the path

that contains the channel and the virtual channel identifier of the channel itself. For each

channel, the table has managed objects for the status of the channel, the number of output

ports that the channel is routed to, the maximum and current bandwidths of the channel,

and the numbers of cells transferred and rejected due to trafflc violation by the channel.
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The "Channel Route" table contains the information of the routing method for the channel

through the switch. Each route is indexed by the input port, input VPI, input VCI, output

port, output VPI and output VCL The table also contains the status of the route for each

routs.

For more information about the above tables of managed objects regarding the FORE-

ATM switch, please refer to the vendor literature IFORE Systems, fore_switch.mib, v

1.320, 1993-t9941

The managed objects for the Channel groups are:

clannelGroup ( asxd4)
_ chamelTablell)t"

L- cha¡ne.lEnry (1)

þ- chanPon(1)
I chanVPI (2)
l-- chanVCI (3)

f chanStatus (4)

l-- dranNumOuçuts (5)

f- chanAllocBandwidth (6)

F chalU sedBandwidth (7)
f- chanCells (8)

I chanUptirne (9)

f- chanSigProtocol (10)

I charRejectedCells (11)

f chanCDV (12)
I chanPolicingAction(13)

- 
clìarrìelRouteTable (2)

channelRouteEnry (1)

þ- chanrlnputPon (1)

|- charrlnputVPl (2)

f-úaltrlnputvCi (3)

f drarrOuçutPon (4)

f-chaüOutputvPi (5)

|-chanrOutputvCI (6)
f- charrStatus (7)
I cha¡uSigProtocol (B)

6.4 INTRODUCTION TO THE MIB SUB.TREE ,.l'{TB'z"

|||ñe 
sub-t 

" 
e "mlb-2" in the MIB tree contains the information of the TIP/P netwolk.
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Since the simulation of the network in this thesis also

interface with the ATM switch, this section will briefly

tained in this sub-tree. The managed objects for these

fStalling W. 93].

ATM Network Management

includes the TCP/P sub-network

introduce the groups that are con-

groups can be found in literature

System Group

This group contains the general information about the devices in the system.

Interface Group

This group contains infomation about the physical interface of the device. Its managed

objects include the configuration, and the statistics on the data traffic and events occurring

ateach interface of the device.

IR ICMR TCR UDREGP Groups

These groups contain infomation that is required and necessary for each protocol. This

information includes the status, the traffic in and out, and the errors encountered during

operation.

Address Thanslation Group

This group contains a table with three managed objects for each of the interfaces of the

devices.The managed objects are representations of the address conversions of the device

from the network address to the physical address for each interface.
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Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMp) Group

This group of managed object contains information on the SNMP messages accessing the

managed entities. It includes the number of each kind of SNMP messages requested and

the number of each response type. It also includes the number of enors in SNMp mes-

sages due to a wrong version of SNMP, for example, the managed object requested does

not exist, etc.

6.5 SNMP MESSAGE FORMAT

Ã SUVlp, the request for information is carried by the SNMP messages. The SNMp mes-

sages carry infotmation from the manager entity to the client entity to obtain the requested

data, and from the client entity to the manger entity to response to the request. The SNMp

messages are different for different kind of requests. The format for the SNMP messages

are shown in Figure 6.23 [stalling W. 93].

G et-ReçestPDU, Get-Next-RequestpDU, Set-Requst pDU

nûne 1 vaÌue1 I nme2 volue 2 nmen value n

VuialieBinding

Figure 6.23 SNMP message formats.

G<t-RsporsePDU

Trap PDU
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Each message contains a version of the SNMP, a community name acting as a password to

authenticate the SNMP message.

Request ID: The unique ID for each request to distinguish among outstanding requests.

Error-Status: This is in the Get-Response PDU to indicate an error is encountered in

processing the request. The values of this field are: NoError (0), tooBig (1), noSuchName

(2),badYalue (3), readOnly (4), gerEror (5).

Error-Index: This f,eld has a non-zero value when the enor status is non-zero to indicate

additional information on what variable in the variable binding list is causing the excep-

tion.

Variable-Binding: The list of variable names and their corresponding values lthe variable

is an instance of the managed objectl. For the Get-Request and Get-Next-Request, these

values are set to NULL.

Enterprise: The type of object generating the trap.

Agent-Address: The address of the object genårating the trap.

Generic-Trap: This indicates the trap type. Its value can be cold-start(0), warm-start (1),

link-down (2), link-up (3), authentication-failure (4), egpNeighbor-loss (5), enterprise-

specific (6)

Specific-Trap: The specific trap code.

Time-Stamp: This indicates the time that has elapsed between the last reinitialization of

the managed entity and the generation of the trap.

[For more infotmation on the processing of SNMP PDU, please refer to the literature

Stalling W. 931
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6.6 CONCLUSION

Tni, 
"t 

upter introduced the MIB tree for ATM switches from a number of clifferent

sources, including AIM-Forum, RFC 1695, and FORE. The MIB trees for ATM of ATM-

Forum and RFC 1695 were briefly discussed. The FORE-system MIB tree was discussed

in some detail. Not all of the MIB tree for the FORE-system were presented, only those

groups and managed objects that were considered in the implementation of the developed

software. The sub-tree "mib-2" was also briefly mentioned in this chapter. This chapter

also introduced the structures of SNMP messages.

In the next chapter, the design of the traffic monitor software of a network using SNMP

will be discussed. The design of this software is based on the OMT methodology dis-

cussed in Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER 7
OMT MODELS FOR NETInIORK MANAGE-
MENT

7.1 INTRODUCTION TO NETWORK

As mentioned earlier, the network considered for the development of a network traffrc

monitor is located at Telecommunication Research Laboratories (TRLabs) in Winnipeg.

Only a portion of the network was considered at the time of the software implementation.
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ATM Host ATM Host ATM Host

Ethemet Host Ethemet Host Eùremet Host ErhemetHost Ethemet Host

Figure l.l The TRLabs Sub Network.

The network at TRLabs is an ATM-based LAN interfaced with an ETHERNET switch.

The portion of the network considered consists of a FORE-AIM ASX 100 switch, and

ATM hosts (SUN workstations). This part of the network is interfaced to an ETHERNET

switch and connected to many DEC hosts. The network is shown in Figure 7.1.
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Ethenet Host ETHERNET Swirdr

Figure T.2Managed Objects For each device.

In the network of Figure 7. 1, one of the ATM hosts is selected as the system manager. The

software application is run by the ATM host and the information of the system is displayed

on this host. The manager software also monitors the traffic on the manager host.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, each device (hoslswitch) of the network considers

only the set of managed objects that are appropriate for that type of device. In the future,

more managed objects can be manually added to the software as desired. Figure 7.2

presents the number of managed object groups considered for each type of devices.

ATM LayerGroq:
Ada¡:ter Layer Grurq

AAL Groq
Physical Layer Groq

Interåce Gror4

SNMP Groq

lnterhce Grorp
Pon Grorp
PathGroq

Channel Grorp
Board Grouql

Module Grorp
SNMP Gror¡:

FORE-ATM ASX100 Switdr
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Each group is subdivided into two parts, the table and the simple managed objects. Each

group of managed objects may contain either tables of managed objects or simple man-

aged objects or both. The IP group, for example, has both table and simple managed

objects, whereas the AAL group contains only tables and the SNMP group contains only

simple managed objects. In the following sections of this chapter, the system described

above is modeled using the OMT approach. Each model of the OMT, the Object Model,

the Dynamic Model and the Functional Model, is prcsented and discussed.

7.2 OIù'{T OBJECT MODEL

figur"7.1 depicts the network, consisting of hosts and switches, which was considered

for developing the traffic monitoring software. The network management system consists

of the manager entity(ies) and the client e4tities that are managed by the manager entity.

Thus, the two major object classes in the object model of the traffic monitor ar.e the "Man-

ager Agent" representing the manager entity, and the "Client Agent", representing the cli-

ent entity. Each device in the system is then generalized to have its own characteristics.

The network management system manages the network by observing device information

and setting the characteristic values of the devices in the system through the managed

objects. The managed object refers to the logical and physical resources of interest for the

modeling of a network management system. It is defined as a class with attributes reflect-

ing these resources.

In the design of the object model, the managed objects are arranged in two groups, which

are the "Table of managed objects" and the "Group of managed objects". The "Table of
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managed objects" is the data structure for a table of managed objects in the MIB tree. The

"Group of managed objects" consists of the simple managed objects which are under the

same group in the MIB tree. The operations of setting and retrieving information from the

network devices are carried out by the class of utility or group operations. The object

model of the designed system is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Cl.rss M¿,xecnR AcBrur

OMT Models For Network Management

This class models the network system manager. The class "ManagelAgent" has attributes

that describe the configuration of the network, such as the number of devices being man-

aged, the ntlmber of each of the types of devices, such as ATM hosts and ATM switches.

In this simulation, the number of devices and number of device types are limited. The

types of devices are limited to AIM host, ATM switch, Ethernet switch, Ethernet host and

printers. Connections between the devices are physically present in the network, but are

not physically managed by the manager. The manager agent only observes the traffic in

and out of the intetfaces, ports of each of the devices. The operations of this class include

initialization of the network configuration, graphic setup for the main window, and event

handling on the main window, such as the handling of menus, the handling of mouse

clicks on the devices.

This class, "Manager-Agent", associates with two other classes, class "DDevice" and

class "Connection". Thus, the implementation oi class "Manager-Agent" has classes

"DDevice" and "Connection" as its attributes. Class "Manager_Agent" sends messages to

class "DDevice" upon mouse events. The association between the class "Manager_Agent"

and class "DDevice" is one-to-many, since the manager agent manages at least one device,

which is the host that is chosen as a manager host.

Cr,ms DDBvIcB

A device (host, switch or printer) is modelled as a base class "DDevice". This class con-

tains the general information on the device, such as the name of the device (e.g., host with

the name of "truffle"), the kind of device (e.g. host or switch), the type of device (e.g.,
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ATM or Ethernet technology device) and the IP address of the device within the network

(e.g., the FORE-ATM switch at TRLabs has the IP address of 192.168.1.185). This infor-

mation is provided by the network configuration file. The attributes of this class also

include the information on the location (x, y co-ordinates) of the device on the main win-

dow.

Each specific device is inherited from this class, for instance the ATM host is moclelled as

class "ATM-Host" which is a sub-class of the class "DDevice". In the object model, only

five sub-classes are derived from the class "DDevice", and these f,ve classes represent the

five types of devices that are considered in the simulation. The object model can be

extended for a network with more types of devices by creating them as inherited from the

class "DDevice", and with more attributes and operations as necessary.

The class "DDevice" has operations including the initialization of the device configura-

tion, the handling of the events passed from the class "Manager_Agent", and the creation

of a sub-window for device information when the device is selected from the main win-

dow.

The class "DDevice" has class a "about_Button" as its component. The class

"about-Button" is a class of utilities that is used to handle some of the events occurring on

the class "DDevice", such as the selection of the menu on the sub-window of the device.

The class "DDevice" associates with class "Managed-Object_Handling".

"Managed-Object-Handling" is modelled as a group of operations that are handling the

event occurring in the class "DDevice", such as the selection of "Group-Information" or

"Table-Information" menu s.
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Cless MnNecBn On¡Bcr

OMT Models For Network Management

The managed object is modelled as an object instance of the class Managed_Object. The

class contains attributes that describe all the necessary information on a managed object.

These attributes are as follows:

NAME: is the textual representation of the object and gives the meaning or role of the

information that the managed object holds. For example, the managed object for the

number of cells that are transmitted over a port of the ATM switch has the NAME "port-

TransmittedCells"

SYNTAX: is the syntax of the managed object, that is the type of information the managed

object holds. For example, the managed object "portTransmittedcells" has the syntax

"Counter".

ACCESS: is the access level of the managed object. For example the managed object

"portTransmittedcells" has an access level of "Read-Only".

STATUS: is the status of the managed object. For example, such as the managed object

"portTransmittedCells" has a status of "Mandatory".

IDENTIFIER: is the identification (series of numbers) of the managed object within the

MIB tree; it distinguishes one managed object from another. (the NAME distinguishes

between managed objects, but the IDENTIFIER also represents the location of the man-

aged object in the MIB tree). For example, the managed object "portTransmittedCells" has

the IDENTIFIER of 1 .3. 6. I .4. I 326.2.2.2.1 .2.2.1 .18.

DESCRIPTION: is the textual description of the role of the managed object. It describes

what kind of information and the meaning of the information value that the object holds.

For example, the DESCRIPTION of "portTransmittedCells" is "TIle number oJ cells
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transmittecl over this port".

This class has only one operation, which is to initialize the values for attributes of the

managed object. The class "Managed_Object" is a component of the class

"Managed-Object-Infomation". The managed object initialization is activated by mes-

sages from sub-classes of "Managed_Object_Information". The messages for managed

object initialization include all the values for the attributes of the class.

Class MaruecBt_On¡Bcr_INnonuerroN

This class deûnes a group of managed objects. Its attributes include the number of objects,

and what type of information and the name of information they hold (these two attributes

are used for the further refinement of classes derived from this class).

The operations for this class include creating the sub-window, panel to display the infor-

mation for each group or table. This class has classes "Get_Object_Tool" and

"Managed_Object" as its components.

The aggregation relationship between the classes "Managert_Object_Information" and

"Managed-class" is a one-to-many with order, since the class

"Managed-Object-Information" is a group of many managed objects and these managed

objects are ¿uranged in order of their object identifier.

Cr,nssBs rABLE_OBJECT AND GRoup_OBJEcr

These two classes are sub-classes inherited from the class

"Managed-Object-Infomation". These classes define the a group of objects as table or

group. discriminating by the value of the attribute "info_Type" from the super class,
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which is either "TABLE" or "GROIJP"

OMT Models For Network Management

Each of table or group of managed objects are defined as sub-classes of the class

"table-Object" and "group-Object", respectively. The object model in Figure 7.3,

presents some of the tables and groups that are implemented in the simulation.

Each of refined classes from the classes "table_Object" and "group_Object" have a con-

structoland a destructot'. The constructors initialize the number of managed objects in the

tables/groups and the name of these table/group. They also perform the table initialization

of its contents. This initialization methods includes passing the values of object name,

object syntax, object access, object status, object identifier and object description to the

class "Managed_Object" to tnitialize each of the managed objects.

CIaSS TABLE_HANDLING AND CLASs GRoUP_HANDLING

The classes "table-handling" and "group_handling" define groups of operations and are

components of the class "Managed-Object-Handling".

They have classes "table-Object" and "group_Object" as components and their aggrega-

tion relationships are one-to-**y, since the class "table_handling" can have many tables

and the class "group-handling" can have many groups. These classes contains operations

to display the sub-window for each of table or group selected.

Class Gm_Os¡Bcr_TooL

This class deûnes a group of operations that responds to requests from the menu of the

sub-window for each table or group selected to retrieve and set values of particular man-

aged object. It has two classes, "table-Utility" and "group_Utility" modelled as groups of
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operations

The above paragraphs have described the classes and their relationships in the object

model shown in Figure 1.3 The network management system is modelled with classes

which present components of the system, which operates by passing messages/informa-

tion from one class to others. For instances, the "Manager_Agent" passes messages to

class "DDevice" to initialize the configuration of each of the device in the network. In the

next section of the chapter, the dynamic models for each of the classes are presented with

discussion.

7.3 OMT DYNAMIC MODELS

Cr,ess MaNecBn_AcBnr

The class "Manager-Agent" has the dynamic behaviour as illustrated in Figure 7.4.
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OMTStateDiagran - Manager_Agent 3/4/1 996 12:28:03

Figure T.4Dynamic Model for class Manager_Agent

The "Manager-Agent" starts with an initial state. The initial state makes a transition to the

first state of the class, the "System_Manager_Initialization" with the name of the network

configuration file. In this state, the class reads the name of the network and the configura-

tion of the network, such as the number of devices and the number of each type of devices.

Also in this state, the class sends an Initialize_Device event to the class "DDevice" with

the name of the network configuration, so that the devices of the network can be conûg-

ured. When all the activities in this state is accomplished, the class makes an automatic

transition to next state, which is Display_Network. The class initializes the network and
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draws the network on the main window by sending event Draw_Device to each of the

devices to draw on the main window. After the network is drawn on the window, the class

enters the state Waiting_For_Event fconcurrent with the state

WAITING-FOR-ALL-EVENTI. In this state, the class analyzes the event. If the mouse is

clicked on the network area, the class sends the event to the class DDevice with the coor-

dinates of the clicked point so that the class DDevice determines if the device is selected,

and the class retums to Waiting_FolEvent. If the mouse is clicked on the menu, the class

determines what menu is selected and splits into two concurrent states,

WAITING-FOR-ALL-EVENT and MENU-HANDLING. The concunent state

MENU-HANDLING occurs simultaneously with the concun'ent state

WAITING-FOR-ALL-EVENT. Within the state MENU_HANDLING, the event of

menu selection is analysed and the class displays the appropriate window. When the

popup window is closed, the MENU-HANDLING state exits. If the program exits, the

class ManagelAgent is destroyed or exits as well.

Cr,nss DDBvlcn

The dynamic model for class DDevice is shown in Figure 7.5. The class starts with the

initial state. The configuration file name is passed from class Manager_Agent to class

DDevice to read the device configuration in the next state DDevice_Init. When the device

is initialized, the class changes to the state which displays the graphical presentation of the

device on the network window. The class enters state Waiting_For_Event after displaying

its graphical presentation on the network area. In this state, the class does not make any

transition to another state until there is an event sent from the class Manager_Agent with
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the co-ordinates of the point that is mouse-clicked on the net work area.

When the Manager-Agent sends an event to the class DDevice, the class DDevice deter-

mines if the device is selected. If the device is not selected, it retums to its

Waiting-For-Event state. If the is device is selected, it displays the

Device_Main_Window in state Display.

If one of the menus of the Device*Main_Window is selected, the class detemines what

menu is selected and sends an event to an appropriate class with conesponding informa-

tion, as shown in the Figure 7 .5.It then retums to state to Waiting_For_Event. The class

DDevice is exited when the program ends.

OMlslateDiagram - DDevicè U21l 1996 16..1 1 t02

Figure 7.5 Dynamic Model for class DDevice
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Cllss MaNacBn_OsJBcr

OMT Models For Network Management

The dynamic model for the class Managed_Object is shown as in Figure 7.6 below. The

dynamic model for this class is very simple. Each managed object is created when either

the table or group of managed objects arc created. Each managed object is started with an

initial state and goes into state Managed_Object_Inititalization. The managed object is ini-

tialized in this state with the information of NAME, SYNTAX, ACCESS, STAIUS,

IDENTIFIER, DESCRIPTION passed from the sub-class of classes table_Object (such as

classes port-table, AAlO-Layer-table and interface in the object model) or group_Object

(such as classes switch_group, snmp_group, ip_group).

OMTslaleDiâgrm - Manag€d-Objæl 22011996 t3:56:27

Figure 7.6 Dynamic Model for class Managed_Object

The managed object exits when the sub-class of table_Object or group_Object exits. The

ExilTable or EX¡LGroup
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class passes its information (NAME, SYNTAX, ACCESS, STATUS, IDENTIFIER,

DESCRIPTION) to the class Get-Object-Tool when the managed object is selecred in rhe

table or group window.

CInss GRoUP_HANDLING AND TABLE_HANDLING

These two class have their dynamic models as shown in Figure 7.7 (a) and Figure 7.7 (b).

The classes group-handling and table-handling are created when a group and table,

respectively, are selected from the device window by the event passed by the class

Managed-Object-Handling with the device information and the name of the table or

group. 'When the class group-handling or table_handling is created, they pass an event

Group-Initialization (or Table-lnitialization) with parameters of name of the group (or

table), and the information of the selected device to the class group_Object or

group_Object. Then the classes exits.
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Figure 7 .7 (a) Dynamic Model for class group_handling

OMlsblcftgm - group-bMtns æ0l1996 15:o tr$

group_handl¡ng

OMTSb|¿Diagðm - buo Mnd[¡O æ0l1996 15:tSi41

laue hllldizallon
(f ablê_Name.Noe,Tyæ,

Kind.Adræ)

Figure 7.7 (b) Dynamic Model for class table_handling
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Class ranle_OnJECT AND cRoup_OnJBcr

OMT Models For Network Management

These two classes are very similar. They are inherited from the class

Managed-Object_Information. The behaviour of the super-class and its sub-classes are

the same. The dynamic models for the classes table_Object and group_Object are the

same for the dynamic models for each individual table class (e.g. port_table) and group

class (e.g switch_group), respectively.

The dynamic models for the table_Object and group_Object are shown in Figure 7.6 (a)

and Figure 7.6 (b), respectively.

OMTSbTêDiâgãm - bblõ_Obl.d @ 1996 | 4146:æ

@-n-"elæted / d6roy TaHe-wndo

Figure 7.8 (a) Dynamic Model for class table_Object

Each of the group or table class starts with an initial state.When a group or table is

selected from the device window and the group/table name, it enters the state Group_Init

(or Table-Init) and sets the number of managed objects allocated in this group/table. It

@
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then sends event Initialized-Managed_Object to the class Managed_Object with the nec-

essary information for each managed object (name, syntax, access, identif,er and descrip-

tion).

or¡rShreOiagøm .. goup,Obþctru 1996 I 5.03: 1 1

Figure 7.8 (b) Dynamic Model for class gro'up_Object

When the initialization state is complete, the class enters the state

Display-Group-Window (Display-Table_Window) to display the window and operarions

that can be perfonned for each group (table) and to wait for a further event. The

group-Object (table-Object) class is exited when another device on the network window

is selected. Selecting the exit menu on the window also causes the class to be exited.

Cr,ess M¿.NecBo_On¡Bcr_HnNor,rnc

This class is a set of operations created when a menu is selected on the device information

@- ern-sa*r* / dæroycr@p-
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window. It displays a menu (Table Information or Group Information) from the device

information window and sends the event to the corresponding class, table_handling or

group-handling. The dynamic model for this class is illustrated in Figure 7.9.

Managed_Object_Handlin g

Table_Menu_Selected
,Ty p e, Ki n d, A dd rs ss)

Gr0up_Menu_Handllng
(N am e,Ty p e, Ki n d, A dd re ss)

do: determine which group selected

Manged_Object
Table_Handling

do: determ¡ne which table selected

(Name,Type,Kind,Address,Tabre_Name¡ 
(Name'Type'Kind"qddress'Group-Name)

:

I taþte-handt¡ng

Figure 7.9 Dynarric Model for class Managed_Object_Handling

Class Gnr_Os¡ncr_Tools

This class is also group a of operations. It starts with an initial state and enters the state

Idle. When there is an event sent from the class table_Object or group_Object, it evaluates

the event and performs the appropriate actions shown in the dynamic model. The class

determines if the event is from a table or group of managed objects and also classifies

what kind of information has been requested, such as managed object description, man-

aged object single value, whole table or group of managed objects, or graph the managed

object value. When the event is a managed object description request, the class sends the
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event Get-Managed-Objects to either class table_Utility or class group_Utility depending

on whether the event has been sent from table-Object or group_Object, respectively. The

dynamic model for this class is illustrated in Figure 7.10

OMTSlaleD¡agram- cet_Objæl Tools2y2Z1996 16:10:38

Get_Objæt_Tools

Figure 7.10 Dynamic Model for class Get_Object_Tools

Class cRoup_Urrr,rry AND TABLE_Urlr,lry

These two classes are groups of operations. The dynamic models for these two classes,

group-Utility and table-Utility, are shown in Figure 7.1I (a) and Figure 7.II (b),respec-

tively.

Each class starts in an initial state and makes a transition to state ldle. When an event from

class Get-Object-Tools is sent to one of these classes, the next state of the class depends
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on the information from this event. The dynamic behaviour of these classes is illustrated

in the Figure 7.11(a) and Figure 7.1 1 (b).

Beu¡(q-hfo
¡slechd +

I

oLsrle(hd I sÉLuth. \
( new u¡luet -'l lt{ndov¿ \

I do: w¡¡tlornrw I

\-ri¡ss!t!--l
ï

5rL ualqL5el{(tÈd
f mÐaee{objecl

Deu¡ce_tnlo)

6.L uùluQ-5eleclÊd
(hlMa9êd-0bjêct

oru¡ce-lnfo)

-l:cloiq_selr(lêd :t:D:
\9:
'. . '.........:

6rLghDhiL5êl((lÈd
( mÐ¡gÈd-objecl,DeuicLlnfo)

oeu¡cq_hño
5rlr(lsd

Deui(Linfu)

:

EHiLgrcuÞ-ufl¡tyl
Refu ÍLconhoLlo_9rcup_object

Figure 7.Il (a) Dynamic Model for class group_Utility
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behaviour of this class is as in Figure7.l2.

OMT Models For Network Management

O¡¡TStateDiagram - about_Button 220l l 996 14:05:01

HELP DISPLAY

Oo-"'Ë","*_??&î'39.

Figure 7.lZ.Dynamic Model for the class about_Button

7.4 OMT FUNCTIONAL MODELS

As mentioned in an earlier chapter, all functional models for the system have not neces-

sarily been presented. Those function(s)/procedure(s) ttrat are considerably simple have

been omitted with the functional models.

Most of the function(s)/method(s)/procedure(s) of the classes defined in the object model

are fairly simple and straightforward. The following figures shows some of the functional
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models for the system.

Figure 7.13 displays the functional model for the operation of network initialization from

the class Manager_Agent.

Figure 7. i3 Network Initialization

The function checks if the file for the network conûguration exists or not. If the file exists,

the program reads the file and initializes the characteristics of the network for the network

manager, such as the number of devices in the network, what type of devices, etc.

Each of the device is initialized as shown in Figure 7.14.

Manager_Agent

Figure 7 .I 4 Dev ice Initialization

File System
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The Manager-Agent passes the name, the kind, the IP address and the type of each device

to the class DDevice to initialize its characteristics.

Other functional models are shown in Figure 7.14. These functional models presents

some of the operations of the system. Other operations are omitted due to their simplicity.

updated managed

I

-.0,.O-J

*óíil]i,ì-\{ln''"IY

Figure 7.15 [a] Table & Group of Managed Object Initialization

Managed Objecl
Date

-Ã---r-tt
I Managed-object

name lnforma'tion

t"l.
-æ-

Managed-object-Name -------;*/Get-Manaqed\ Managed-ohject--VT1-/ lnrormalion

Figure 7.5 tbl Display Managed Object Information.

I

objects.
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manaûedobiecrvarue*l-,----',t^t3ò\.'11-l

Figure l.I5 Lcl Get Managed Object Value

Localion
I

\t
^/.

(x,v)-=->(|I,,T,ü)

Figure 7.15 tdl Device Handling Of Mouse Events.

T.5IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NETWORK TRAFFIC MONITOR

OWf is a concept for designing and analysing a system considering it as a group of con-

crete objects that pass messages among themselves to perform the system operations. It is

not necessary that the implementation language system being designed be an object ori-

ented language.

In the present instance, the language that has been chosen for implementation of the net-

work traffic monitor is a combination of C++ and Tcl-Tk (Tool Command Language -

ï *"n"n,-01,,,,-u.,u,
addre ss,

managed_object_nam e
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Tool Kit).

OMT Models For Network Management

The implementation of the system is not pure object oriented. Most of the classes defined

in the OMT object model of the system are defined as classes in the implementation. Some

of the classes, such as Managed_Object_Handling, Get_Object_Tools, table_Utility, and

group-Utility, which are groups of operations, are implemented as immediate functions

for passing the messages between classes. The code for the designed system can be found

in Appendix-8. The classes Get-Object-Tools, table_Utility, group_Utility are imple-

mented using Tcl-Tk which petforms the graphical display and retrieves the managed

object values. The Tcl function "scotty", a Tcl intepreter with extensions to obtain various

status information about the network, is used extensively in the implementation.

7.6 CONCLUSION

lni, 
"napter 

introduced the network at TRLabs that was considered for developing a

management system. The network was limited to consist of a small number of ATM hosts

and Ethernet hosts, as well as an AIM switch and an Ethernet switch. The network can be

expanded to consist of other devices such as bridges and routers. The network manager

system was analysed and developed with models according to the OMT approach for soft-

ware development. The object model of the system consists only classes for the devices

presented in the network. If the network were expanded through the addition of new

devices, new class representations for these new devices could be added to the object

model. The dynamic model for each class was also presented to describe the behaviour of

the class within the system. Only a number of functional models were presented, since the
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other functions of the classes are either simple or straightforward.

In the next chapter, the implementation of the designed system will be presented. The

developed software is discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
NETV{ORK TRAFFIC MONITOR

(The 
oetwork traffic monitor is developed incorporating a graphical user interface. The

configuration of the network is provided in a file so that the program will read the file and

initialize the network.The following Figure 8. i shows the organization of the software.

Figure 8.1 Behaviour of Traffic Monitor

In the above Figure 8.1, each element represents a window which will be described later

in this chapter. Each window is displayed by the event occurring in its parent window and

described according to its transition from the parent. The details of these event will also be
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described later.

8.1 MAIN \ryINDOW. INDICATED BY ELEMENT 1

Network Traffic Monitor

Ge 
^ainwindow 

of the software displays the layout of the network that it manages. The

main window for the network at TRLabs is shown in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2 Main Window

The menu of the main window consists of four functions, the "QUIT" button which dis-

plays the notification to confirm before exiting the program, the "TRLabs" button which
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displays the of the sponsor of the project, the "ABOUT" button which displays the

author of the system and the "HELP" button which display the help commands available

for the user.

The pop-up windows for the above functions are represented as circle with numbers (2),

(3), (4) and (5) as in Figure 8.1 and illustrated in Figure 8.3. These pop-up windows are

displayed when the button is selected from the main window and closed when the appro-

priate action occurs.

Circle #2

Circle #3

Circle #4

Figure 8.3 Pop-up windows from main window

tcon
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Circle #5

Figure 8.3 Pop-up windows from main window (cont.)

When a device in the network area is selected from the main window, a sub-window, as

shown in Figure 8.4, describes the device. The sub-window is presented as element #6 in

Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.4 Device Window

8.2 DEVICE \ryINDO\ry . INDICATED BY ELEMENT 6

rÍhe 
devicewindow contains 3 main functions:

"About" Button which includes help functions from the device window, information on

the selected device and exit from the window. The "Help" and "About" pop-up windows

represented as circle #7 and#8 in Figure 8.1, are shown in Figures 8.5.
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Circle #7

Circle #8

Figures 8.5 Pop-up windows from Device window.

When an item is selected from either the "TABLE-INFORMAIION" or the "GROUP-

INFORMATION" menu, the device window is extended with more inforrnation on thb

selected table or group of managed objects and a new window represented as element #9

in Figure 8.1 is shown and illustrated in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6 Table/Group of Managed Object Window
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8.3 TABLE/GROUP WINDOWS . INDICATED BY ELEMENT 9

ú¡s w¡n¿ow contains many functions to retrieve managed object information, including:

rctrieving a single object value (circle #10), retrieving a whole table or group (circle

#14),retieving a single managed object value and displaying it graphically (circle

#11),retrieving description of the managed object (circle #i2), setting a value for managed

object (circle #13). The pop-up windows are created appropriately when the item is

selected from the menu. These pop-up windows are as in the following Figure 8.7.
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Circle #10

9ommand lnformallon Help

Managed Ob¡ect Name

aal4TransmiltedCells

Nun¡fier ef fT*wln)

üurren{ itr}ç/

Row

Circle #11

gommand lnformallon

Managed Object Name

asl4TransmittedCells

Rate

Cufts'ni ttúw :1 i
r....................._...__ i

Figure 8.7 Pop-up windows from Table/Group of Managed Object window.
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Circle #12

Circle #i3

I
Help I

lìlamgedObþct Nam

Hamged Ob¡ect Syntax

Current ilamqedObiectValæ

Nerv ilamgsd oDþctvalue

ilÀrJm¡nglat.s

INTF:GER

Nùr,rfx:l (if l1r)ri{s,¡

Curr*ilf: lt¿,,'ü7

SF:TNllr?'JÀl-t¡F- i

IJ :

Circle #14

9ommand lnformation Help

Managed Objecl Name

aal4lnlerface

aal4Transm¡ltedCells

aal4BecelvedCells

aal4Transm¡ttedPDUs

aal4BeceivedPDUs

aal4PayloadCBCErrols

aal4SARProlocolErrors

aal4CSProlocolErrors

aal4CellsÞ¡seards

aal4PDUsDiscards

Nun¡brsr eif lluvrin)

Curr*r¡f fturs

Figure 8.7 Pop-up windows from Table/Group of Managed Object window (cont.).
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In the above pop-up windows, information about the individual managed object, the infor-

mation for group or table of managed objects and information of the current selected

device can be retrieved. These type of information are shown in Figure 8.1 as elements

15, 16 and 17, respectively and are illustrated in Figure 8.8

Circle #15

Name:

,|\ddrÉ{¡{î :

Type :

Circle #17

iï ;ñä;';iäîï;; J-illî-äîËîä u in iõimã¿ j on âb ôüÈ'î'ñä*'#;C a-I
:êm .'t'".î

Figure 8.8 Managed ObjeclDevice/Group information pup-up windows

Circle #16
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8.4 FEATURES OF THE SOFTWARE

Network Traffic Monitor

the network traffic monitoring software consists of the following features which are

completely implemented and several that will be implemented [some of the featurcs are

not fully operating at the time of writing reportl. The features include:

- A friendly graphical user interface.

- Capabilities of retrieving managed object information in the form of:

* Table of managed objects

x Group of managed objects

* Individual managed objects

- Managed object values can be displayed in both graphical form and textual

fotm. Only those managed objects with syntax "Counter" can have their value

displayed graphically.

- Managed object with access "read-write" can have their values be set to desired

values by authorized persons, such as the system adminisûator/manager'.

- The system is designed using an object oriented approach OMT, as such system

modif,cations can be made with little effort.

- The system can be expanded with the addition of new devices.

- Managed object values can be polled at different time intervals, set manually by

the user.

- The values of managed objects can be retrieved and stored in text files for further

analysis.
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8.5 CONCLUSION

Network Traffic Monitor

lnis cnapter has introduced the implementation of the system described in Chapter 7. It

presents the organization of the software and windows for each step of the execution proc-

ESS.

The softwarc is very dynamic; many kinds of information of the device can be observed

simultaneously. Only one of the devices within the network can be monitored at a time.

However, the software could be extended so that multiple devices could be monitored

simultaneously. The network can be changed by modifying the network conflguration file.

In the next and final chapter, it includes the conclusion of the project, final thoughts about

the project and suggestions for further study.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

Ã tn" first part of the thesis, it has given a general introduction to the topics covered in

the thesis. This starts with the introduction to one methodology of designing and analysing

a software system using concrete objects to describe the system. The methodology dis-

cussed is the Object Oriented Technology, OOT. The selected object oriented technology

is the Object Modeling Technique, OMT, which is studied and discussed in detail. Advan-

tages of OOT are also addressed. OMT consists of 3 models and each of which describes

an aspect of the system. The object model of OMT describe the static structure of the

objects and the relationships between the class in the system. The dynamic model of OMT

describes the dynamic behaviour of each class during the operation of the system. The last

OMT model is the functional model, which describes the computation/evaluation of the

processes of the system. Each of the models is discussed and demonstrated with examples.

The thesis next introduces the software package, Software through Picture/Object Mode-

ling Technique StP/OMl which is a graphical tool used to develop a software system

using the OMT approach. StP/OMT does syntax, consistency and completeness checking

for the designed system. It also provides a C++ generator for the designed system based

on information from the model object of the system. The C++ generated is a template for

the classes and their relationships defined in the object model. An example of the object

model and how the C++ code is generated using the software SIP/OMT software packages

and manually is demonstrated.
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The second topic covered in this thesis is the introduction to the newly developed protocol

for telecommunication, the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). ATM provides an effi-

cient medium for various bandwidth and multimedia information transportation. The basic

concepts of ATM are briefly addressed.

Lastly, the concepts of network management systems are discussed. This provides a back

ground of the types of management system, the architecture of management systems, and

the role of network management in today networking. One of the protocols for system

management studied in more detail is the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

The core data structure in the SNMP is the Management Information Base (MIB) which

contains the information about each of the devices in the network. The information con-

cerning the device can be read and stored for further studies or they can be controlled by

an authorjzed person.

After all the above topics were discussed or review, I have proposed a design and imple-

mentation of an network management system foi an ATM -Based LAN. The network

selected is located at Telecommunication Research Laboratories (TRLabs) in Winnipeg,

Manitoba. The design and analysis for the network management are accomplished using

the OMT methodology. The developed OMT object models, OMT dynamic models and

OMT functional models of the system were discussed and presented. The implementation

of the design was successfully completed.

In conclusion of the thesis, OMT is an efficient and advantageous approach not only for

software system development but it is also an appropriate approach for different types of

system development, such as hardware design and implementation. OMT provides an

effective methodology for implementation and modification of code. The developed man-
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Chapter 9 Conclusion

agement system can be used to study the traffic within the network combining existing

information collection tools with a usable interface on a object model platform. These

tools are particularly important for newly developed technology like ATM, as its behav-

iour needs more study to improve its performance and provide better services.

The software developed provides for only a traffic monitoring. It does not provides other

functions of an network management system, such as network security management, net-

work account management, or network behaviour analysis. I recommend the study of

ATM network management can be further explored with the continuation of development

in object oriented technology. These studies can improve and complete a more sophisti-

cated ATM management system not only atlocal level but global level.
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